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ABSTRACT

An attempt is made to create a model of exchange rates that explains the short term,
daily levels of the foreign exchange spot market. The model is a monetary type that
focuses on the eurocurrency markets and the current account. It has a liquidity
preference form and employs daily data.
The futures rate, the euro interest rate, the eurocurrency money stocks and a current
account variable are the individual variables of the model. The futures rate and the euro
interest rates are from the assumed Fisher's 'Covered Interest Rate Paradigm'. The
eurocurrency money stock variable's justification is based on the real world structure of
the spot market where the foreign exchange desks of the major world commercial banks
are the dominant players. The current account variable, which is motivated by a desire
to improve on the short run performance of the Purchasing Power Parity variable of
other monetary models, is justified by trade theory. The liquidity preference form of the
model is in keeping with current monetary models.
The econometric results show that the model is better than the random walk model.
However the results of the individual variables are mixed. The futures rate accounts for
the vast majority of the model's success. Although the eurocurrency variable is as
statistically significant as the interest rate differentials from the widely accepted
Fisher's Covered Interest Rate Parity paradigm, neither was as significant as the flitures
rate. The current account variable results are not statistically significant. Thus, the

current account variable may be discarded while the eurocurrency interest rates and
euromoney variables warrant further study.
As a result of the dominance of the futures rate variable, models that try to capture
rational expectations such as the News or Chaos Models are appealing. This rational
expectations characteristic of the market combined with the dominance of speculation
over economic fundamentals also points toward game theory as a good candidate for
further study.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Economists have not yet developed a model that even equals the ability of the
random walk model to explain, let alone predict exchange rates. Frequently, theoretical
models which first seem to be a breakthrough later fail to withstand the scrutiny of
empirical testing and econometric analysis (Mussa, 1990). Current exchange rate
models are unsatisfying, yielding results which do not correlate with and even directly
contradict observed exchange rate phenomena. However, their failure may not be due to
inherent weaknesses in the model themselves. Rather, the poor predictive power of
these models may be attributed to particular deficiencies in currently used econometric
techniques as well as the questionable quality of available macroeconomic data.
Therefore, we begin our discussion of current exchange rate models with a brief history
of flexible exchange rates presented below.

1.1 A Brief History of Flexible Exchange Rates and Early Models.

The current period of flexible exchange rates began in 1973. A free-float also
prevailed during the interwar period between World War I and II, ending with the
advent of Bretton Woods near the conclusion of World War II. Data from both periods

are currently used in research. Early work on flexible exchange rates in the interim
period (1945-1973) focused primarily on speculation: Nurske's 1945 "band-wagon
effects" and Friedman's 1953 apologia for floating exchange rates are examples of these
models. Although rejected due to its overemphasis on flows, the development of the
Mundell-Fleming model in the 1960s was very helpful in paving the way for later
models that stressed flow and stock concepts (McKinnon and Oates, 1966; Ott and Ott,
1965). These models wedded open economy macroeconomics with portfolio balance
effects via stock equilibrium constraints. Since 1973 and the resumption of the free
float, economists have redoubled their efforts in flexible exchange rate research. The
latest generation of free float models developed in the past thirty years are considered in
greater detail below.

1.2 A Survey of Current Exchange Rate Models.

Current models tend to emphasize either foreign trade, capital movements, or some
hybrid of the two. However, the underlying theory of all the model types is the same.
Prices, whether they are goods prices or interest rates, follow the law of one price, i.e.,
exchange rates will adjust to equate prices in all nations involved in free trade.
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) and monetary models are models which apply this
theory to foreign trade, while models using the Fisher Interest Rate Paradigm instead
emphasize the capital markets. The Dombusch Sticky Price and Portfolio Balance
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models are hybrids which combine foreign trade and capital movements. Before
introducing the various models, it is first necessary to define some basic terminology
and the parity conditions for interest rates.

1.2.1 Basic Terminology

The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) that is applied to the foreign exchange
market is an outgrowth of the mechanism that asset market investors use to form their
expectations. Although expectations formation is generally unobserved and modeling
the process is difficult, the basis of the market efficiency paradigm is this formation of
expectations (Branson, 1977; Dombusch, 1976 a and b; Frenkel, 1976 and Mussa,
1976). When in equilibrium, exchange rates are seen as the mechanism that equates, in
relative terms, the prices of domestic and foreign assets. This equilibrium is the result of
large numbers of rational investors seeking optimal profits by utilizing all zero cost
information available to the public. Therefore, given current available information, the
market transmits the best possible information about future prices it can.
When new information becomes available, it is instantaneously incorporated into the
market (Fama, 1965). In short, there are no profits to be made by arbitrageurs, since all
market participants instantly incorporate knowledge in an effort to exploit the said
opportunities of buying currency in one market and selling it in another. It should be
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noted that the efficient market hypothesis is not as strong a statement as 'economic
efficiency'. Economic efficiency implies that the market price is an optimal price in a
resource allocative sense. In contrast, an efficient market does not necessarily produce a
price that reflects the optimal allocation of scarce resources. The efficiency of the
exchange market should instead be thought of in terms of a Pareto efficient price that
merely defines a situation where, based on rational forecasts, no investor could be made
better off without another investor becoming worse off.
This type of efficiency is illustrated by the situation where market participants are all
incorrect about their predicted future spot rates in the exchange market. In this case, the
market would not reflect an optimal allocation of currencies ex-post, but would be
market efficient. It is merely the efficiency of information processing that is guaranteed
by market efficiency, not the actual optimality of ex-post outcomes.
There are three types of expectations formation that are used in the EMH: the weak
form, the semi-strong form, and the strong form. In the weak form, the current price
incorporates all past information with no forecast errors that are consistently repeated.
Participants make only random errors, not systematic ones, since any systematic type of
error is revealed over time and corrected. Under the weak form, any systematic forecast
bias is not rational on a continual basis.
In the semi-strong form, participants are again rational agents who not only xise all
past information, but also incorporate all currently available public information when
forming their expectations. Like the semi-strong form, the strong form of expectations
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formation assumes that rational agents use all past and current publicly available
information. However, the strong form also assumes that agents use private information
to form their expectations as well. The efficient market hypothesis is not without its
problems. For example, the world is not a place where information flows easily or freely
to all agents. In addition, market participants do not all use information in the same
marmer, nor do they use the same forecasting tools; some agents may believe that the
Dombusch sticky price model is correct, while others believe that Portfolio balance
models are more accurate.

1.2.1.1 Nominal Exchange Rates

Nominal exchange rates are the published exchange rates between countries. The real
exchange rate, like the real interest rate, is the nominal measure adjusted for inflation. It
is equal to the nominal rate multiplied by the ratio of the respective country's price
level. This real value is the measurement employed by economists when publicly
reporting that a currency is over or undervalued. The nominal and real exchange rates
are represented below:
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e nominal = dollars / foreign currency
P * I p - (FX / foreign basket of goods) / ($ / donKstic basket of goods)
= foreign currency / dollar
FX = foreign currency
e real = {e nominal)(p * Ip)
= ($ / FX)(FX / foreign basket of goods) / ($ / US basket of goods)
= terms of trade
Thus, the real exchange rate shows how competitive domestic goods are vis-a-vis
foreign goods and, therefore, explicitly shows only the terms of trade and not relative
price changes or foreign exchange market changes. For example, if the real exchange
rate rises, then the US basket of goods which is needed to trade for the foreign basket of
goods has increased. Hence, the US has gained competitiveness, since the terms of trade
for US goods relative to the foreign goods has improved for the US producer who sells
abroad. The foreigners can trade their goods and get more US goods than before. As a
result, the foreigners will demand more US goods because they are now relatively less
expensive in terms of goods traded.

1.2.1.2 The Fisher Interest Rate Parity Conditions

The Fisher Interest Rate Parity Conditions concentrate on the interest rate in
countries as a major key to understanding asset market effects on exchange rates
(MacDonald and Taylor, 1990; Isard, 1988; Frenkel and MacAurther, 1988). It assumes
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that real interest rates in countries are equal, therefore if nominal interest rates between
countries differ, then there must be differing inflation rates in the two countries. For
example, if Country A has nominal rates greater than Coimtry B, then Country A must
have at least an expected, if not real, inflation rate greater than that of Country B since
real interest rates, of course, are in parity. There are two types of parity conditions:
Covered and Uncovered.
The 'Covered' or 'Uncovered' conditions refer to whether the future exchange rate is
guaranteed by contract. There are two different financial markets called 'Futures
Markets' and 'Forward Markets' (these two markets will be discussed in detail in
chapter 2 ) that sell contracts today that guarantee an exchange rate at a future time. An
investor can buy one of these contracts and therefore 'Cover', or pass the risk of future
spot market fluctuations to the seller of the contract. If the future exchange rate is
'Uncovered', then the future exchange rate is merely the expected or predicted spot
market rate in the future.
The Covered Interest Rate Parity (CIRP) and the Uncovered Interest Rate Parity
(UCIRP) conditions are the formal mathematical equations describing the Fisherian
parity conditions. These equations are employed by most monetary models, the
Dombusch Sticky Price models, some Portfolio Balance models and the currency
substitution models. CIRP and UCIRP include the 'futures' or 'forward' exchange rate
or the expected future spot rate, respectively. At the root of both the CIRP and the
UCIRP is the assumption that given interest rates and the forward or future market rate

IS

in the case of the CIRP or the expected future spot rate in the case of the UCIRP,
investors will choose to invest in the country with the greatest return. Thus, if an interest
rate differential exists between countries, investors will, ceteris paribus, invest in the
most profitable country until exchange rate adjustment or interest rate adjustment brings
parity.
The Following are Assumptions of CIRP and UCIRP:

• Transaction costs are minimal
• Domestic and foreign assets are riskless
• There are no liquidity problems that would force investors out of the forward
market
• Tax rates on profits earned are the same in both countries
• Real interest rates are the same across countries
• Nominal interest rates = real interest rates + expected inflation
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Mathematical representations of the Fisher Interest Rate Paradigm, CIRP and UCIRP
are given below.
Fisher Interest Rate Paradigm

r" =

Fisher equilibrium, r =interest rate nominal, R =real interest rate

and ;r'=expected inflation
r=R
>

>

r'"=/-^=5>;r^=:;r^Iawof one price
<
<
Round Trip : basis of CIRP and UCIRP
/ =investment in terms of domestic money (dollars), s, =spot exchange rate
and / =forward contract rate
(1.1) f, =£,5,^1assume efficient market hypothesis
Domestic Investment:
(1.2) /,,. =/,(l + r,"')

Foreign Investment:
(1.3)(H-r>)
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Covered Interest Rate Parity
Investment Decision

(l+r'°)>-^(l+r^), invest domestically
JI
(1+r")

invest abroad
Jt

( 1+r

( 1 + ) , <3/ eqidlibrium
Jt

Ihcovered Interest Rate Parity is the same as above except:
assume the EfiBcient Market Hypothesis => £,5,^, = f,.

When subject to empirical testing, CIRP fares well, thus, indicating that the parity
condition is worthy of its wide acceptance (Branson, 1967; Fratianni and Wakeman,
1982; Taylor, 1987, 1989). Results are the most favorable if Eurocurrency rates are the
focus of inquiry. Testing of Uncovered Interest Rate Parity, UCIRP, yeilds somewhat
less favorable results (Frankel, 1982, 1983, 1985; Rogoff, 1984). Current exchange rate
models are discussed next.

1.2.2 The Purchasing Power Parity Model

The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) model, which will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 2, was developed in the 1920's by the Swedish economist Gustav Cassel. The
model postulates the exchange rate as the ratio of the nominal price level of two
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countries. It is a manifestation of the principle of "one price" (Fratianni and Wakeman,
1982; Isard, 1977), i.e., exchange rates adjust until all commodities have the same price,
assiaming that free trade exists and that foreign exchange rates are flexible (Hakkio,
1984; Frenkel, 1978,1981; Genberg, 1978). This type of model primarily explains
price movements. For example, if Country A were experiencing inflation, then its
exchange rate vis a' vis Country B would adjust so that the currency of A would
depreciate in exactly the same proportion as the rate of inflation in Country A, ceteris
paribus. There are three major PPP models: Absolute PPP, Relative PPP, and a Hybrid
Relative PPP which de-emphasizes the inflation rate of the foreign country, instead
concentrating on the domestic inflation rate. All PPP models assume the following:

• Free Trade (no tariffs, homogenous competing goods, etc.)
• AH goods are tradable
• Efficient markets
• Full-employment
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Each model is mathematically represented as follows:
Absolute PPP:
=price level domestic
= price level foreign
e = foreign exchange spot rate
(1.4) e =

fjfa /

purchasing power parity

Relative PPP:
- time change of spot rate (first derivative of the spot rate)
IT" = domestic inflation rate
n'* = foreign inflation rate
p^{\ + n") = domestic price level
p^ (1 +

) = foreign price level

e(l +

= exchange rate

e ( l +% )= p ^ ( \ + n ^ V p H i + n " )

Relative PPP, assuming foreign inflation is small:

Econometric evidence supporting the PPP models is poor in the short run and mixed
in the long run (Dombusch, 1987; Frenkel, 1978, 1981; Krugman, 1978). While a long
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run PPP relationship seems to have held in the period between the two world wars, PPP
has not been supported in the modem period 1972 - 1996, especially not after 1978.
Possible reasons for the failure of PPP in econometric estimation are numerous, but
unrealistic assumptions are perhaps the root cause.
The assumptions of the PPP models are problematic and, therefore, all models that
employ PPP conditions are problematic. Most notably, full employment rarely holds. In
addition, the assumptions naively ignore the reality that there are severe restrictions on
goods movements such as quotas, tariffs, and transportation costs. Furthermore, goods
are not homogenous. However, the greatest problem with the PPP assumptions is that
the trade in goods serviced by the foreign exchange market is extremely small relative
to the volume of transactions in assets. For example, the daily volume in currency
markets involving the dollar can reach into the trillions of dollars, whereas the yearly
volume of US trade is valued only in the billions of dollars (The London Financial
Times, 1973-93).
Given that the volume of trade is minute relative to the total volume in currency
markets, the effect of PPP on the foreign exchange market, if it has any at all, would
take an extremely long time to observe. This may account for the fact that econometric
evidence supporting PPP in the short run is sparse, but better in the long run. Therefore,
it may be that PPP will be only a minor historical foomote unless real free trade occurs
in orders of magnitude beyond what is observed today. Furthermore, it may be the case
that exchange rates and goods prices are not related at all. In an economy like the U.S.
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where GDP is valued in the trillions of dollars, but trade accounts for only hundreds of
billions of dollars, the price level may be so domestically dominated that foreign
exchange rates have no effect whatsoever.

1.2.3 Monetary Models

Monetary models are a subset of PPP models, but their emphasis is on the role of the
money supply as the major determinant of prices and, hence, the exchange rate (Frenkel,
1976; Kouri, 1976; Mussa,1976, 1979). They combine some form of the quantity theory
of money (including money demand and money supply equilibrium conditions) with
PPP. Monetary models attempt to explain exchange rate movements and levels by
looking at the outstanding supply and the given demand of currencies involved. These
flexible price models sometimes incorporate an uncovered interest rate parity factor in
the Velocity of Money term in the Equation of Exchange, usually an interest rate in the
exponent of the velocity of money term (The Monetary Model example of this section
will illustrate this point). Rational expectations can also be factored into the monetary
models by any of the usual methods. One simple method is through forward iteration of
the exchange eqiaation.
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Assumptions of the monetary models:
• PPP assimiptions hold.
• Income elasticities and interest elasticities are the same across countries.
• There is equilibrium in the money markets in each country, i.e., money supply =
money demand.
The monetary model is depicted mathematically as follows:
MONETARY MODEL EXAMPLE
(Equation of exchange from quantity theory of money)
(1.7) mv =

m = money

pq
supply, v=velocity (^demand for money

p = price level , q = GNP
p S=m S =d o m e s t i c p r i c e l e v e l
qS
pfx =mfx-^= foreign price level
qfx
(v = e Xr

= interest rate, v = money demand)

Using PPP :

(1.8) EXCHANGE

RATE =

pfc
p%

mfx
m$

GNP%
XrS GNPfx

Since monetary models assume PPP, their efficacy is as econometrically weak as the
PPP models, especially after 1978 (Dorabusch, 1980; Haynes and Stone, 1981; Frankel,
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1984; Backus, 1984). This is not surprising since the monetary models are essentially
PPP models that emphasize monetary factors by using the equations of exchange.

1.2.4 The Dombusch Sticky Price Model

Unlike the above monetary models, the Dombusch Sticky Price model does not
focus so much on interest rate differentials, but rather investigates exchange rates under
perfect capital mobility, with goods prices adjusting slowly relative to asset prices
(Dombusch; 1978, 1987). The Dombusch model culminates in a perfect foresight path
that implies monetary movements affect exchange rates. This perfect foresight time path
has two opposing forces: the goods side of the economy and the monetary side. The
goods side responds sluggishly to monetary movements. The result is a model with
exchange rates that can overshoot the assumed PPP long run equilibrium and perhaps
even oscillate until the sluggish goods side completely dampens the oscillations into the
new equilibriimi. As a result, the model's real exchange rate movements fare better in
mimicking reality than either the PPP or the other monetary models.
The primary rationale of the sticky price model is that the PPP assumption of the
monetary models, by definition, excludes any varying of the real rate. This invariance
notion of monetary models runs counter to observed data, which show wild movements
in the real exchange rate. In part, these fluctuations have been attributed to changing
competitiveness between countries (Dombusch, 1987). To account for these
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movements, Dorabusch developed a new monetary model, the Dombusch Sticky Price
model. If it is assumed that the countries are trading in goods that are not perfect
substitutes, then their equilibrium prices can differ. Since PPP does not have to hold
precisely in the short run, the overshooting of the exchange rate one sees in the real
world data no longer contradicts the model. This resolution of a previous contradiction
between prediction and observation is the main attribute of the Dombuschian models.
Short run equilibrium in these models is simply uncovered interest rate parity.
Assumptions of the Dombusch Sticky Price Model:
• Goods are not perfect substitutes
• Assets are perfect substitutes

The mathematical representation of this model is presented below:

Dombusch Sticky Price Model

r = domestic interest rate
r* = world interest rate
X = expected rate of depreciation of the domestic currency
e = current exchange rate
e = long run exchange rate
0 = coeflBcient of adjustment
(1.9)
(1.10)

r = r * +x = interest rate equation
X=

©(e - e) = expectations of adjustment

Money Market
m - log of nominal money
p= log of price level
y = real income
(I.ll)

- X r + 9 y = m — p = money market equilibrium

( 1 . 9 ) , ( 1 . 1 0 ) , ( 1 . 1 1 ) = > p - m = -&y + Ar*+X Q(e-e) (1.12)

Long run equilibrium price:
(1.13) p = m + ( A r * - & y )
(1.13) => (1.12) e = e-iy^QXp-p) (1.14)

Goods Market (with sticky prices):
D = Demand for Goods
(1.15 ) \ n D = u + d ( ^ e - p ) + v y - a r

e- p = relative price of domestic goods
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Price Adjustment

(1.16)

'% = nb(%) = n(w + ^(e-p) + (v-l)>'-c7r)
{note: In

= InZ) - InT)

solve for e , oj^ming
(1.17)

=0

e = p + y^ (cr r* + (l-y )y-u)

This is the long run equilibrium of the exchange rate
(1.16) can be simplified, use (1.17) and the expectected depreciation(r - r*) = 0(e- e)

(1.18)

= -n(<^ +

3_
—+ 5)ip-p)= -v{p-p)
0A

time path => p{t) = /? + (Po ~ P)^~"

y = rate of domestic price adjustment to the long run equilibrium

To get the exchange rate path, substitute (1.18) into (1.14)
(1.19)

eW=«-(^©)(Po-P)e""

The adjustment process consists of the instantaneous clearing of asset markets,
especially the money market. The goods price adjustment proceeds slowly
between e and p.

I

JLl
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The Dombusch sticky price model yields econometric results which are better than
the PPP and monetary models, but still are no better than that of a random walk (Mussa,
1990; Meese and Rogoff, 1983; Hooper and Morton, 1982).

1.2.5 The Portfolio Balance Models

The Portfolio Balance model reverses the emphasis of the Dombusch sticky price
model (Kouri, 1976; Branson, 1977, 1983,1984; Dombusch and Fisher, 1980; Isard,
1983). Here, the adjustment process is slow for assets and relatively faster for goods.
Now, assets are imperfect substitutes and goods are perfect substitutes. The Portfolio
Balance model's relaxation of the Dombusch assumption of perfect substitutability of
domestic and foreign non-money assets can be justified due to real world
considerations, such as different liquidity, different tax laws, different default risk,
and/or different political risk between domestic and foreign bonds.
The effect of changes in the demand for non-tradable domestic bond holdings on
exchange rates illustrates the type of emphasis made by Portfolio Balance Models. For
example, as nominal domestic money stocks increase and cause the domestic interest
rate on domestic bonds to fall relative to tradable foreign bonds, domestic citizens will
sell domestic bonds in hopes of trading the proceeds of the sale, domestic currency, for
foreign currency in the foreign exchange market. They want foreign currency so that
they may now purchase the more attractive foreign bonds. The exchange rate will rise as
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domestic currency floods the exchange market, causing the domestic currency to fall in
value relative to the foreign currency.
As with the Dombusch model and imperfect goods, imperfect asset substitution
between domestic and foreign bonds in the Portfolio Balance model allows short run
exchange rate equilibria to differ from those in the long run. Imperfect substitution
occurs when interest rate differentials exist due not to market inefficiency but differing
levels of risk among assets. Interest rate differentials may exist due to differing rates of
inflation, currency depreciation, or varying expectations between the domestic and
foreign country. For example, foreign assets with greater risk incorporate risk premia in
the form of higher interest rates and, therefore, have short run interest rate differentials
relative to domestic assets. These short run interest rate differentials exist in
equilibrium, and affect the demand for bonds and, hence, the demand for currencies. As
a result, short run exchange rates in the Portfolio Balance models may differ from long
run rates.
Another difference between the Portfolio Balance and Dombusch Sticky Price
models is that the Dombusch models are strictly derived from the money market
equations employed by most monetary models, while Portfolio Balance models employ
a balance sheet approach. This approach explicitly defines wealth as holdings of
domestic assets, foreign assets and domestic money and each of these individual assets
likewise include a wealth variable. As a result. Portfolio Balance models allow, for
example, current account balances to feed back to the wealth variable. This feed back
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allows the model to be very descriptive of the paths followed by its variables between
long run eq\ulibria and can give a time path similar to the Dombuschian overshooting
result.

Assiimptions of the Portfolio Balance Models:
• Goods ARE perfect substitutes. Assets are NOT perfect substitutes
The following is the mathematical presentation of this model:
Portfolio Balance Model

M =domestic money supply, m =domestic money demand,
B =domestic assets supply (bonds), b =domestic asset demand,
F =foreign asset supply (bonds), / =foreign asset demand,
r =domestic interest rate,
=foreign interest rate and
e =spot exchange rate
(1.19) W =wealth = eF + B + M
(1.20) M =m{r,r^)W {domesticmoneymarket)
(1.21) B =b(r,r^)W (domesticassetmarket)
(1.22)

ef -f{r^r^)W {foreignasset market)

m,r < 0,m, < 0
<0
fr<0Jr,>0
(1.19) W = eF + B + M {balancesheet)
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M = mir, r

\eF + B + M) domestic money market

B=b{r,r-^XsF+B+M) domestic asset market
TAKE TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL
dM =mj.Wdr-^mj. Wdr , +m{edF+Fde+dB+dM)
fa
J*
dB=bf.Wdr+bf. Wdr ^ +b{edF+Fde+dB-i-dM)
fa
J*
(1.23):

WHERE

y/

is equal to the following matrix:

bF
-mF
0
WF{bi.m-mj.-b) ^
-W{bj.{\-m)+bmj.) Wibj.m+mj.{\~b)) W^{bj.m-mj.b) W^(J}^mj. -fnj.b^ )
V fa fa
m-W mF
\
A= /
AND inverse of A = - -(adjunct M )
b^W bF
det./l^
THUS:
example',

money supply increases:
a) money supply > money demand
therefore , e increases and r falls
b) domestic asset demand > domestic asset supply
therefore, as in " a " above , e increases and r falls

The Portfolio balance model allows a distinguishable short run equilibrium based on
asset market supply and demand, with the above described dynamic movements to long
nm equilibrium. Since the Portfolio Balance models contain explicit wealth variables in
terms of foreign and domestic bond supplies, the long run equilibrium is explicitly
defined by the equilibrium in not only money supply and demand but bonds supply and
demand. This explicit wealth-defined equilibriimi instilates it fi-om the previously stated
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problem of over reliance on flow variables characteristic of monetary models. This
allows for complete interaction between the wealth level, the balance of payments, and
the exchange rate. This interaction has not been explicit in any of the previously
discussed models.
Rational expectations can also be incorporated into this model (Mason, 1981;
Branson, 1983, 1984), with the result that exogenous real shocks, such as technological
advances in production, cause a monotonic adjustment of the exchange rate, while
monetary disturbances cause a short run Dombuschian overshooting of exchange rates
from their long run equilibria.
Like the Dombusch sticky price model, the Portfolio Balance models perform better
econometrically than PPP and monetary models, but do not outperform random walk
models (Mussa, 1990; Meese and Rogoff, 1983; Hooper and Morton, 1982). While it
appears that the Portfolio Balance model may perform somewhat better than the
Dombusch Sticky Price model, the lack of data on desegregated non-money assets
makes direct comparison somewhat difficult.

1.2.6 The Currency Substitution Models

While the PPP, monetary, Dombusch Sticky Price and Portfolio Balance models all
assume that the currency holdings of portfolios do not include the holdings of stocks of
foreign currencies, the Currency Substitution models allow foreign currency to be held
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by assuming that elasticity between currencies is non-zero. Therefore, currencies are
substitutes and portfolios will hold foreign currencies in addition to domestic currencies
(Kouri and Macedo, 1978; McKinnon, 1982; Brillembourg and Schadler, 1979).
Foreign exchange portfolio decisions include the consideration of the risk and return of
holding such currency. This consideration of foreign currency as a portfolio asset stems
from countries increasing use of the flexible exchange system. With foreign exchange
currency values determined in the market, exchanging portfolio stocks of foreign
currency has become easier. As a result, foreign currency has gained favor as a portfolio
diversification option. This is especially true for large multinational corporations, rich
investors and arbitrageurs. If an economic variable changes when portfolios hold both
domestic and foreign currencies, the desired stocks in the portfolio may need to be
adjusted to meet portfolio diversification required by the new economic change
(Giovanni and Turtlebum, 1992). The reasons for holding foreign currency are rather
straightforward. If there are expectations that the foreign currency will appreciate in the
future, if foreign currency is needed as a vehicle currency for international business
transactions on a regtilar basis, or if the domestic currency has hyperinflation and the
foreign currency is becoming an international currency used for daily transactions in the
domestic economy, then investors will hold foreign currency. For example, during the
early 1980's Israel's high rate of inflation led its citizens to use stable US dollars as well
as Israel's inflation ridden shekels in order to make daily purchases.
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Assumptions of the Currency Substitution Models:

• Full employment
• Arbitrage occurs with money not goods and services
• PPP in terms of inflation differentials

The mathematical representation is as follows:
Currency Substitution Model

(1.24) m,-p, =9 (w,') +

(a (i, - /,') + or (i, - /, •)) = domestic money market

(1.25) m, * -p,* = 0 * (w,' )+£,_[(or • (/, *
(1.26)

(/, - /, *) = (r, - r * ) ~

(1.27) E, A^,^, =

) + cr * (/, •

)) = foreign money market

(;r - n ,*) = interest rate differential

- 7t*,) = PPP in tems of expected inflation
* = foreign variables

note: Arbitrage occurs in the money market, not the goods market
(1.24) - (1.25) and using (1.26),(1.27),
(128)

exchange rate5 , = m , - m , * + 9 * - 0 - { a + 2ct )(r, -r, • -(£y,^, -s , ))
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where m, = nominal money supply, p, = price level,
i, = real yield on given currency,, // = real yield on a unique non - monetary asset,
r, = nominal interest rate,

= stock of world wealth or production,

a = substitution between domestic and foreign currencies and
a - substitution between currency and the non - monetary.

Using either adaptive or rational expectations (Kouri and Macedo, 1978), and
assuming that the money stocks are exogenous, the exchange rate under currency
substitution behaves similarly to exchange rates in the monetary models. For example,
monetary policy under rational expectations of perfect foresight is still ineffective.
Perhaps the main insight offered by currency substitution is the effect of the substitution
of currencies in portfolios on the exchange rate (Note: currency substitution, unlike all
previous models, allows foreign currency to be held as an asset). This can be seen by
investigating 'a,' the coefficient of substitution. It represents the sensitivity of portfolios
to expected depreciation or appreciation differentials of the currency holdings in the
given portfolios. The higher the coefficient of substitution, a, the greater the amount of
substitution of one currency for another occurring due to any given difference in
expected appreciation or depreciation. If the domestic currency is expected to appreciate
more than the foreign currency, for example, portfolios will decrease their foreign
holdings and choose to substitute domestic holdings instead, a defines the amount of
substitution that will take place. Therefore, as c rises, more substitution occurs at every
level of expected appreciation.
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In the extreme case, as a increases to infinity, the currencies become perfect
substitutes and an expected change in appreciation will cause portfolios to want to hold
only the currency that is expected to appreciate. If a is infinite and expectations are that
the domestic currency will appreciate more than the foreign currency, portfolios will
want to completely substitute away from the foreign currency. The spot rate in the
market for the two currencies, the domestic and foreign, will be bid to zero, that is, it
will be either undefined or vmstable. Under these circumstances, there would be only
sellers of foreign currency and no buyers; hence, the foreign currency would be
worthless.
Currency substimtion presents interesting implications for public policy. Monetary
amplification results when the effect of monetary policy on aggregate demand is
"amplified" via the foreign exchange market. With the usual monetary amplification
associated with flexible exchange rates, countries seem to gain more control over their
independent use of monetary policy and flexible exchange rate regimes expand
throughout the world. This amplification results from the effect of monetary policies on
the exchange rate, as can be seen with the PPP, monetary, Dorabusch Sticky Price and
Portfolio Balance Models. For example, if expansionary monetary policy is enacted, the
resulting decline in the domestic interest rate causes capital flight from domestic assets,
leading to domestic currency depreciation. As a result, domestic goods become less
expensive to foreigners and domestic aggregate demand increases. This increase in
domestic aggregate demand thus amplifies the initial increase in aggregate demand
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resulting directly from the monetary expansion. However, if the currency substimtion
models are correct, such monetary amplification may not result. The world demand for
all money is stable since in the aggregate, all money has some value and will be held by
someone. But, individual demand for individual currencies may be unstable due to the
substitution effect 'CT', as discussed previously (McKirmon, 1982). Therefore, the effect
of public policy tools may be unknown or rendered useless.

1.2.7 The News Models

Another set of models are the News models, which attempt to analyze the effect of
unforeseen news events on the exchange rate, assuming rational expectations and an
efficient market. Rational expectations suggest that people are forward looking. Thus, if
new information that will affect people's forecast of the future exchange rate becomes
available today, it will be instantaneously incorporated into their forecasts. Assuming
the efficient market hypothesis, the current e.xchange rate will change as people
correspondingly rearrange their portfolios. For example, political events (like the US
going off the gold standard) have immediate effects on the spot rate. Something like a
new government report indicating that the domestic economy is performing better than
expected will lead to an instantaneous change in the value of the domestic currency.
Another example may be that of unanticipated government deficits that cause new
supplies of bonds to come onto the bond market as the government borrows to pay for
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deficit spending. This new supply of bonds will cause domestic bond returns to increase
and thus causes the domestic currency to appreciate as foreigners attempt to trade their
foreign currency for the domestic currency in order to purchase the domestic bonds. Or,
an unexpected growth of the domestic dollar money supply, if the domestic economy is
near full employment, may fuel inflation expectations and drive the dollar value down
as people unload the dollar before it starts to lose its buying power. The result will be a
highly active and efficient exchange market. However, the prediction error of exchange
models with significant numbers of unforeseen news events will be large, since every
unforeseen news item that affects investors' predictions makes past predictions invalid.
The News model approach was tested using the effects of oil price surprises on the
pound sterling-US dollar exchange rate (Copeland, 1984; Bomhoff and Korteweg,
1983). These tests supported the News approach. However, vector auto regression
(VAR) techniques testing current account balances and other variables did not support
the News approach, but rather supported the Portfolio Balance approach (Branson,
1984).

1.2.8 Chaotic Models

Another type of model focuses on the mathematical form of models and how
nonlinear models yield results that are chaotic in that they mimic randomness
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(Mirowski,1989; Lorenz, 1989). Chaotic models can take as simple a form as the
following (Gleick, 1987),
(129)

e,,,=(r)(e,)(l-e,)

e = spot rate
e, = current spot rate and 0 < e, <1
r - constant and r > 2.7, and
give graphical results very similar to actual exchange rate time paths. However, the
models' nonlinearity is problematic for use as a forecasting tool (Mirowski, 1990). All
the models discussed previously have been linear, so that knowing the initial conditions
approximately would generate the approximate true end result. However, in the chaotic
model, being infinitely close to the true initial conditions will not result in the forecast
being infinitely close to a true result, ex-post. Nonlinearity means that being off by a
small amount in the initial conditions could result in the prediction being off by many
orders of magnitude. The applicability of chaotic models to forecasting is therefore
somewhat disturbing. If the exchange rate is chaotic, forecasting is impossible since
even the slightest error in the initial spot rate, no matter how small, will make the
forecast completely unreliable.
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1,2.9 Summary

In simimary, the results of the models have not been promising. Short term
econometric results generally reject the models, although there are conflicting long term
results. The most interesting and enlightening papers are those which analyze the above
models "out of sample" (Mussa, 1990; Meese/Rogofif, 1983; Hooper/Morton, 1982).
The Meese/Rogoff paper is perhaps the best summary of the econometric findings. It
analyses all the current exchange rate models, including a random walk model, using
data from March 1973 - June 1981. Their findings are unambiguous: a random walk
model best predicts exchange rates. Therefore the current exchange rate models still
lack predictive or explanatory power. The most encouraging results have been for the
CIRP parity condition. These finding suggest that it is more the trading of assets rather
than trade in goods and services that explains the foreign exchange market. However in
Chapter 2 where the foreign exchange market players and institutions are discussed, we
shall see that normal foreign exchange market volume is usually categorized as 7%
trade, 7% assets and 86% speculation. This data suggests that speculation dominates the
foreign exchange market far more than either assets or trade.
Chapter 1 introduced the current theories of the foreign exchange market. Chapter 2
v^ll focus on the mechanics of the foreign exchange market. We shall investigate the
players, the institutions and their interaction.
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CHAPTER 2.

THE FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET IN THE REAL WORLD

The mechanics of the foreign exchange market, how the real world market players
act, the maekets in which they act and the rules they follow are described below (Aliber,
1989; Weisweiller, 1984; Klopenstein, 1993; Coninx, 1986; Douch, 1989; Rivera-Baitz,
F., Rivera-Baitz, Luis, 1994).
The players in the foreign exchange market comprise retail customers, commercial
banks, brokers and central banks. Retail customers consist of firms and wealthy
individuals. They buy and sell through their commercial banks with speculative and
portfolio strategies. The Commercial Banks are the most important players in the
market. One of their crucial roles is to serve as an intermediary, servicing the foreign
currency needs of multinational companies. Governments and other banks. But these
commercial banks also have their own departments to deal with their inventories of
foreign currencies. Foreign exchange brokers service bank needs. Banks use these
brokers to trade among themselves. Thus, these brokers are intermediaries for the banks
who are intermediaries for firms and individuals of means. The last major players in the
foreign exchange market are the world's Central Banks. They hold foreign currency to
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buy/sell in order to affect their own domestic currency for policy reasons. The Central
Banks of Germany, Japan, UK and the U.S., however, use intervention very sparingly
and, as previously stated, allow the market to determine the spot rate. Of the four,
Germany is the most interventionist, followed by the U.K., Japan and, lastly, the U.S.

2.1 The Spot and Futures Markets

The foreign exchange market consists of numerous markets of which we are
concerned with three, the spot, the forward and futures markets. The prices in these
markets are the spot, forward and futures exchange rates, respectively. The spot
exchange rate is the rate one can get today for currency delivered today. The forward
and futures exchange rate is the rate contracted for today with actxial delivery of the
currency in the future. The future delivery date is usually understood to mean from a
week to a few months. For example, if a car dealer in Detroit has sold a million fi^cs
worth of cars to a dealer in France, but will not be paid for 6 months, he faces exposure
to the possibility that in six months the spot rate will have changed. Therefore, to
protect himself, he will contract in the forward market for an exchange rate today that
will be applied to the exchange of French Francs for dollars in 6 months. As noted
previously, both futures and forward exchange markets offer contracts for the future
delivery or payment of currency at a price agreed upon at the conception of the contract,
but there are two major differences between the two. Forward contracts are offered by
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commercial banks. Futures markets which are organized exchanges like the IMM and
are standardized and trade on the open market. In contrast. Forward contracts can be
made up at any time for any delivery date for any amount.
The volume of the spot market is divided into three categories: Trade, which
accounts for 7% of the volume, foreign asset purchases which account for 7% and
speculation which accounts for the remaining 86% (Woodhead-Faulkner 86, 89) . In
contrast, the major portion of the forward and futures market's volume is for
multinational trade and foreign asset purchases. The magnitude of trade in the three
markets is greatest in the spot market followed by the forward and lastly the futures.
One can buy or sell in the forward market. For example, one can contract to sell $
1000 for 4ff7$ in six months or to buy $1000 for 4f£'$ in 6 months. If buying in the
future, one is Buying Long. If one is selling in 6 months, one is Selling Long.
The percentage difference between the conuracted future rate and the spot rate is the
Forward Premium. The Forward premium is
(2.1)

fM = (FM-e)/e

where Fm refers to the delivery of currency M days into the future at a rate of F and e
refers to the current spot rate.

T>pically, forward contracts have short term maturities of 30, 90 and 180 days, but
any maturity date is possible. Forward premiums (also called a discount) that are
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Standardized to a yearly basis are called Standard Forward Premium (or Discount). The
Standard Forward Premium is
(2.2)

SFPm= {[(Fm - e)/e] x [(360/M)x100]}

where (M= term to maturity).
The main mode of transfer of foreign exchange between banks is the Bank Debit
Transfer which is an electronic transfer of funds. The tracing of a typical foreign
exchange transaction illustrates this process.
Suppose SCOTT Importers has a bill of 2 million kroners it must pay to Norwegian
exporters. SCOTT's international financial manager calls the foreign exchange division
of its bank. Rainier Bank. The bank handles the transaction through its foreign exchange
division that is linked via computer to the foreign exchange market. The bank quotes
SCOTT the spot price of Norwegian Kroners in terms of dollars. For example 1.5000
$/Kroner and 1.4985 S/Kroner. The first quote is the price for which the bank will sell a
Kroner and the second price is what the bank will pay for a Kroner . Note, the
difference is 0.15 cents and is called 15 basis points. A basis point is then l/lOO of a
cent or .01 cents. The percentage difference in the bank's bid of 1.5000 to buy and its
1.4985 asking price to sell is its Spread or Trading Margin which is given below;
(2.3)

Spread = [(Pa-Pb)/Pa] X 100

where Pa = asking or selling price of the bank, Pb = bid or buying price of the bank.
For example: (1.5000-1.4985)/!.5000 X 100= 0.1%, the bank's profit from the
transaction. The spread is influenced by several factors (P. Booth, July 1988; and D.
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Glassman, 1987). The smaller the trading volume, the bigger the spread. The larger the
financial center, the smaller the spread; i.e.. New York has a smaller spread than
Tucson. The more volatile the currency, the bigger the spread. The thinner the market,
the higher the spread. And lastly, bank notes and drafts have larger margins than
electronic transfers. The average of the Bid Ask Spread is the Midpoint or Middle
exchange rate = (Pa-Pb)/2; which is just a simple shorthand method of reporting an
exchange rate. The spread measures the cost of doing foreign exchange transactions if
one simultaneously buys and sells currency. One half the spread is therefore the price of
a single transaction, a single buy or sell.
Returning to our example, using the bank transfer after it has received the quotes
from the bank, SCOTT transfers 1 million dollars from its account in Rainier bank to
the Norwegian Exporter's account at a London bank. This will end the transaction as far
as the bank and its customer are concerned. Next the bank foreign exchange managers
examine the bank's position in terms of kroners. The transfer by SCOTT to the London
bank account of Norwegian Exporters generates a liability in the Rainier bank position.
This creates an open position since Rainier's foreign assets do not match its liabilities.
A positive open position, or being long in a currency, is when assets of the foreign
currency exceed liabilities and a negative open position, or being short in a currency, is
the opposite. If the bank were long on the kroner, it would simply transfer the million
kroner to Norwegian Exports accoimt at the bank in London. If the Bank were short, it
would have to buy the million kroners from another bank or on the exchange in New
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York. Foreign exchange brokers handle the interbank foreign exchange transactions by
calling other banks to find a seller firom which Rainier can purchase the million kroners.
Arbitrage, the buying and selling of an item in two different markets to profit from
any price differential between them, is robust in the foreign exchange markets since
transaction costs are so low, well below 1% of the transaction amount. Moreover, the
world's foreign exchange markets are extremely efficient and for all intents and
purposes their prices are uniform. In short, arbitrage is extremely powerful. For
example, if the pound is worth a dollar in New York and two dollars in Tokyo,
obviously a profit can be made by buying pounds in New York and selling them in
Tokyo or by selling dollars in Tokyo and buying dollars in New York. This is spatial
arbitrage.
Triangle arbitrage is arbitrage across three markets as opposed to spatial which is
over just two markets. Arbitrage is most profitable in times of turbulence when markets
are in chaos or hot cycles. Usually in the foreign exchange market, efficiency and low
information cost tend to make arbitrage economic profits zero since all markets are
quoting the same prices all over the world.
The SCOTT firm can also be used to illustrate the workings of the forward market.
The U.S. firm called SCOTT has to pay a London firm in three months. SCOTT is now
facing exchange rate risk because the exchange rate might change in three months. If the
dollar strengthens, it is good for SCOTT, but if the dollar weakens, SCOTT will be
paying more dollars for the pounds they owed the London firm. To avoid this risk.
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SCOTT purchases a forward contract for 90 days into the future at the current forward
rate. At the end of three months SCOTT trades dollars for pounds at the rate it
contracted for three months previously in order to pay the London firm the pounds it
owes for the imports it has purchased. This forward contract has allowed it to hedge or
cover its exposure to exchange rate risk. Before the hedging (or covering), SCOTT had
a negative open position in pounds since it had an obligation to pay the London firm in
pounds but did not have offsetting pound assets. A positive open position would have
occurred if SCOTT had been holding pounds or had a payment in pounds due it. After
the purchase of the forward contact, SCOTT's position became closed, (bank's foreign
exchange desks, for example, generally end the day with a closed position.) The seller
of the forward contract is usually a commeflrcial bank that has a buyer of the contract or a
speculator expecting to profit from exchange rate changes.
A speculator who expects the future spot rate to be e=2 dollars /pound in three
months will view a future exchange rate of e = 2.5 dollars per pound as a profitable
opportunity. She would want to purchase a contract for delivery of pounds three months
into the future with the expectation that in three months she would take delivery of the
pounds at a price of $2 per pound, thus fulfilling her contract. Then she would go to the
spot market and sell the pounds for $2.5 per pound, hence making fifty cents per pound
sold. Because of the potentially great rewards, speculators are willing to accept the risk
that firms, such as SCOTT, wish to avoid.
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In reality, the forward rate tends to reflect the future exchange rate since people base
their expectations on public information. Insider information exists, but is illegal to use
in transactions. Therefore, for simplicity, it will not be considered. Since investors tend
to have access to the same inforaiation, it is generally assumed that all investors have
the same expectations. However, if an investor has expectations that differ from the
market, and therefore invests differently than the majority of the players in the market,
she is 'leaning against the wind.' If the expectations of the players in the market change,
they will act on those expectations, forcing the market to align with their expectations.
To illustrate this tendency, consider the case where the fixtures rate is two dollars
/pound in thirty days, but people expect the spot rate thirty days into the future to be one
dollar/pound. People will, en mass, rush into the market to purchase futures contracts to
sell pounds at two dollars/pound and buy dollars in thirty days at a spot rate of one
dollar/pound in order to receive a hundred percent profit in dollars. But if everyone
does this, the futures market will be forced toward one dollar/pound. Therefore, the
futures market and forward market as well reflect the expectations of the majority in the
market. Consequently, market efficiency implies the market reflects all available
information and, as a result, profits from speculation, on average, will be zero (R.
Levich, 1989).
Although the forward market accurately reflects peoples expectations based on
current public information, historically it has not been an acctorate predictor of the future
spot rate (R. M. Levich, 1989, pg 30; D. Blake, M. Beenstock, V. Brasse, Dec. 1986).
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In practice, the speculator faces resistance from commercial banks who may ask for
large margins, i.e. 20% of the contract currency volume as insurance against default, or
even refuse to sell a futures contract.
The forward market, unlike the futures market, is a contract between a bank and an
individual or firm. It is a personal relationship. The contracts are tailored to fit client
needs, such as delivery date and amount. There is no insurance by a third party. Hence,
defaults are possible. Moreover, the forward contract is not liquid since there is no
organized market to sell or buy these personalized contracts.
In contrast, futures market contracts are standardized and are not tailored to
individual client needs. Default is not likely. For example, the IMM acts as a third party
that guarantees all contracts originating in the exchange. Therefore, under normal
circumstances there are no defaults. Additionally, the exchanges usually have margin
requirements, a deposit with the average broker of about twenty percent of the contract
currency amount from the client. With this margin which usually works on a marking to
market scheme, clients tend to be more conservative.
Marking to market is the practice of either adding or subtracting from an investor's
margin account the daily market loss or gain of the investment. If the $1.50 per pound
contract to buy pounds in march went up to $1.75 per pound, the $0.25 per pound gain
would be added to the margin of the investor. The investor could liquidate by selling
pounds at the market value of $1.75 and receiving a $0.25 per pound profit. Therefore,
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unlike the forward market, the futures market allows the immediate acquisition of profit
without waiting for the contract end date.
However, if losses drive one's margin below acceptable amounts, one will be asked
to replenish the margin up to an acceptable level. Such a margin is unattractive to
hedgers since losses and gains are paid in part before the contract expires. Finally,
futures markets allow the selling of contracts so they are more liquid than forward
markets.

2.2 The Options and Swaps Market

Besides the futures and forward market other markets involved in foreign exchange
are the options market and swap market. Though the forward and futures markets allow
people to hedge against the uncertainty of futxire spot exchange rates, they do not help
the person or company who is unsure whether they will need foreign currency in the
future. Currency options were developed to deal with this contingency.

2.2.1 Options

There are two kinds of options market systems. Trading in foreign currency options
consists of either European style options that cannot be exercised except at the time of
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expiration and American style options that can be exercised anytime from issuance to
expiration.
Options are different than fiitures or forward contracts in more than a few aspects.
For example, options have an insurance aspect. Investors can profit from favorable
exchange rate changes while *insuring' that the cost of currency will not rise above a
certain contracted level (hedging).
Suppose a US company has bid on a job in Norway but will not know for thirty days
whether it has received the contract for a million kroners. In thirty days it may have a
need to convert one million kroners into dollars. If it knew it had the contract, it could
sell one million kroners thirty days into the fiiture, via a forward or futures contract,
and, therefore, hedge against exchange rate exposure. However, the company will not
know for thirty days whether it actually needs the hedge. Instead, the US company
would buy an option to sell one million kroners in thirty days for a contingent hedge
price. The investor or holder is the buyer of the contract or option. The writer or offeror
is the seller of the contract or option.
There are two types of options that may be purchased. A call option is an option to
purchase at a contracted price. It will result in a gain if an increase in the exchange rate
occurs. A put option is an option to sell currency at a contracted price. A benefit results
if the price falls. If gain or loss in price is not favorable, then the option is not exercised
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To compare futures and options, assume a futures contract that has a futures price to
buy kroners with an exercise price of $1.50 per kroner and an options contract with a
strike price (purchase) of $1.50 per kroner. The value of the futures contract at
expiration is the spot market price of the currency at the expiration date minus the
exercise price as stated in the contract. In this example one would buy at $1.50 per
pound and sell at the spot price. On the futures contract, the spot price - exercise price =
profit. For the option contract, the spot price - strike price = $ profit. If the spot price is
greater than the exercise and strike price, there is a $ profit and both the futures contract
and the option contract would be profitable. If the spot price is less than the exercise
price, there is a loss. The futures contract would have a negative profit. The options
contract would not incur a loss because it simply would not be exercised at that strike
price. Hence, the options contract is insurance against the possibility of such a loss.
The primia, or premium, is the name given the price of the options contract in
percentage terms. For example, assume a 31,250 British pound standard contract with a
strike price of 175 cents per pound and a standard fee of 4.42%. The price of the
contract would be [(4.42 %)x( $ primia perpound)]x (31250 pounds) =$1381.25 per
contract.
The call option (to piorchase) contracts has an intrinsic value which is the dolleir
value that would be gained if the option were exercised and the foreign currency
immediately sold at its spot price. The intrinsic value = the difference between the spot
exchange rate and the strike price multiplied by the size of the contract. If the spot is
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greater than the strike price, the investor is gaining intrinsic value on the contract and is
said to be 'in the money'. If the spot is less than the strike price, the investor is losing
intrinsic value and is said to be 'out of the money'. If the spot is the same as the strike
price, one is breaking even and is said to be 'at the money'.
For example, assume the intrinsic value of the May pound option has the following
characteristics: The strike price = 172.5 cents per pound and the spot price = 178.56
cents per pound. The spot minus the strike = 178.56-172.5= 6.06 cents per pound: one
would be "in the money". 6.06 cents per pound multiplied by a contract size of 31250
pounds= SI893.75 per contract. In contrast, a May call option with a strike price of
182.5 cents per pound is "out of the money " by a negative 3.94 cents per pound
(178.56-182.5). An investor might buy a negative intrinsic valued option if she expects
the spot to rise and therefore achieve a profit.

2.2.2 Currency Swaps

Currency swaps are the financial vehicles used between banks. They are contracts
that involve the sale of a currency with the agreement that the said currency will be
repurchased in the future. The swap rate is the difference between the price at which the
currency is sold and the price at which the cunency will be repurchased in the future.
The swap price is set in accordance with the covered interest rate parity condition:
(2.4)

(F-e)/e= i-i*.
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Rearranging (2.4) yields F=(i-i*)e-e which is the swap price.
Banks use the spot rate and the eurocurrency rates to get e,i, and i*. Of the foreign
exchange market volume, the interbank foreign exchange swaps account for about 30%,
forward contracts for 6%, while the spot market dominates at over 60% (Rivera-Baitz,
F.; Rivera-baitz, L.; 1994).

2.3 The Government

Governments can affect this environment. Our discussion of the government role
focuses on flexible exchange rates. Central banks act as agents of their governments to
manage the country's exchange rate. The Federal Reserve in the U.S. and the Bank of
England in Britain are examples. When these central banks buy and sell currency to
keep the spot rate of the domestic currency pegged to some predetermined level, they
are maintaining a fixed exchange rate. Freely flexible or free floating exchange rates are
exchange rates determined by supply and demand without any government intervention.
Managed exchange rates are free floating unless they go beyond the range set by the
government. If the exchange rate goes beyond the range set by the government, the
central bank will buy or sell currency to force the domestic currency exchange rate back
into its range. The New Monetary Model of this paper assumes a free floating exchange
rate regime to be in effect.
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2.4 Summary

The spot, forward, futures and swap markets, along with government, are important
in understanding the broad framework in which the foreign exchange market exists.
However, since the New Monetary Model focuses on the eurocurrency market and this
market is a creation of the banking industry, the next chapter will introduce the
eurocurrency market via a discussion of domestic and global banking.
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CHAPTER 3
BANKING

3.1 Domestic and Global Banking

In general, banking is an important element in the foreign exchange market. In terms
of the New Monetary Model, it is the most important topic since it is within this
banking system that the eurocurrency market is found. Although the eurocurrency
market is most germaine to the New Monetary Model, to put it in context, we discuss
banking in general and then global banking in particular.
In general, banks are thought of as simply mediators between lenders and borrowers.
There are two main reasons, besides money creation, that explain why they are
successful in this intermediary financial role:
1) They reduce the cost of finding an investor for people who want to borrow money.
2) They reduce the cost of assessing the risks of making loans.

Two types of banks are most important: commercial and investment. Commercial
banks pool many small deposits, like checking accounts, savings accounts or other time
deposits into a large amount of money available for borrowing by corporations,
individuals, and the government via purchases of assets or securities or simply loans. In
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the current fractional reserve banking system, the deposits mentioned above are, of
course, leveraged via the money creation process.
Investment banks act as agents or underwriters or guarantors of firms that issue
securities or other assets which the Investment Banks purchase from firms with the aim
of selling to dealers or investors. Of course, the investment banks aim to sell such assets
or securities for more money than they cost, thus making a profit. However, they
assume risk because they may not find a buyer or may have to sell at a loss. The sums of
money involved tend to be huge, i.e., hundreds of millions of dollars. Therefore, it is not
uncommon for investment banks to diversify risk by forming syndicates. The bank can
also act as merely an intermediary who sells the securities for the borrowing firm
without purchasing them. The bank's profit then comes from a fee charged to the
issuing firm.
The last two decades have seen the banking industry undergo changes to meet the
new challenge of the globalization of economies. The industry has developed into two
broad classifications: onshore and offshore. Onshore banking is domestic banking done
in the local currency. This does not mean only domestically owned banks are involved.
A Japanese bank in Detroit dealing in dollars is an onshore U.S. bank. Offshore banking
is banking done with currency outside the banks onshore context.
Offshore banking consists of deposits, loans, and other financial instruments that are
issued outside the country from which they are legal tender. For example, dollars in a
dollar account at Barclays in London are eurodollars and considered part of the offshore
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system of banking. This globalization has increased the complexity of banking and firm
financial decisions. The international market must be considered when a financial
officer of a firm or bank is making investment decisions. Domestic assets now compete
with foreign assets.
The eurocurrency market was a child of the cold war. The former Soviet Union
feared the political risk of holding its stockpiles of US dollars obtained from gold and
oil sales in US banks. Because Anti- Soviet sentiment was high in the US, the Soviet
Union feared an asset freeze by the US government. Therefore, they wanted to deposit
their dollars outside the US. France agreed to accept these dollar deposits and the
euromarket was bom with the eurodollar as its first currency. It is important to trace the
development of the euromarket since it has a major impact on the foreign exchange
market.
The major players in the euromarket are the US, Japan, and Germany. The
internationalization of currency was just a precursor to the internationalization of assets
and loans, all of which have had previously unforseen consequences. As a result of the
internationalization of loans, for example, the dollar is created not only by domestic
U.S. banks via loans but by eurocurrency banks throughout the world who can increase
the world supply of dollars by making loans without any regulation by the U.S. Federal
Reserve Bank.
In addition to the eurocurrency market, a eurobond market has developed, resulting
in the internationalization of credit markets.
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The eurocurrency or eurodeposit market is composed of time deposits with a range
of maturities from one week or less to over three years; also, over night deposits are
common. Therefore, eurodeposits and euroloans concentrate on the short to midterm
range of maturities in the financial asset range.
Thus, the eurocurrency market is an international money market composed of
different currencies competing with each other. As a result, the exchange rate can be
thought of as the price that is used to signal relative values.
Since the eurocurrency market is really a market in bank issued CD's, technically it
is a near money market with short term highly liquid assets. However, there are no
demand deposits involved. In terms of the measurement of money supply, for example,
eurodollars are part of M3 but not Ml
Commercial banks have the most important and powerful role in the external
financial markets, i.e., eurocurrency, euroloans and eurobonds.
Both external and intemal banking will be discussed from the U.S. point of view.
The internal US banking system is an extensive network including thousands of banks
operating all over the country. The system manages all the dollar deposits, whether
demand or time, and loans made by the domestic banking industry, including branches
and subsidiaries. Also included are the subsidiaries of foreign banks operating in the
US market.
The external banking system for dollar deposits and loans consists of an array of
foreign banks and US banks operating through subsidiaries in foreign banking markets
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participating in the eurodollar market. These external banks normally accept eurodollar
deposits as CD's from large corporations and governments as well as make dollar loans.
The dollar external banking system is dominated by the foreign branches of American
banks such as The Bank of America, Chase and Citibank. The foreign banks of note are
Japanese, British, German, and Swiss. London is the most active eurocurrency market in
the world. All of these banks accept external dollar deposits and make external dollar
loans. Their most significant attribute is that they operate, in the main, without
regulation.
The eurocurrency market banking system is a segment of a wholesale market. A
typical transaction is in the million dollar range and above. Billion dolla. deals are not
uncommon. The customers who purchase eurodeposit CDs and borrow, either through
single loans or credit lines they have established with their commercial eurobank, are
large economic entities like multinational corporations , governments and the foreign
exchange desks of banks themselves. Multinational corporations perform a large and
active arbitrage function as they continually search the world for the best interest rates
on their billions of dollars to be put in CD's issued by the eurobanks (when they buy
these eurointerest rate bearing CDs, these corporations are in effect loaning money to
the banks) or, when borrowing, search for the best rates at which to borrow.
Also, these favorable CD eurodeposit interest rates attract central banks who use the
CD's as a means of holding foreign reserves. These same central banks also borrow a
large amount of their money from the eurobanking system.
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The biggest customers of the commercial banks that comprise the eurobanking
system are their own foreign exchange desks. For example, the greatest share of
euromarket acvtivity consists of London interbank borrowing and lending Eurobanks
with a surplus of fimds sell their fiinds to other banks that have a shortage of funds. The
cost of borrowing in the inter eurobank market is the "interbank offered rate". The
average interbank rate in the London market, the London Inter Bank Offer Rate
(LIBOR) is the basis for all euro bank lending rates. The spread the banks quote for
euroloaning is called the eurolending spread. It should be noted that this interbank
transfer of eurocurrency deposits increases efficiency but does not increase the amount
of eurodeposits available in the eurobanking system.
Two types of measures are used to assess the size of the eurocurrency market: gross
which includes the interbank deposits and net which does not. The gross measure gives
the best measure of overall market activity while the net measurement is best to gauge
the capacity of the system to create deposits. While the gross measures flows, the net
measures the stock of the eurocurrency market. The eurocurrency market is dominated
by the dollar which was 70% of the total eurocurrency market in 1996. An example to
illustrate the process of eurodeposit creation is given below:
SCOTT INC. draws a $1 million check on its account at Rainier, its domestic US
commercial bank, and makes it payable to a Norwegian bank, called OSLO BANK.
Assume, for simplicity, that Oslo has an account at Rainier. This Oslo account
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represents a correspondent bank relationship. Rainier is a correspondent bank to Oslo.
The following T-accounts demonstrate the eurocurrency deposit creation process.

SCOTT
assets

liabilities

+1 MILLION via the deposit into
Oslo's account at Rainier (US
bank)
-1 MILLION via the deposit by
SCOTT into Oslo's bank

OSLO
assets

liabilities

Reserve + 1 million

Deposits increase by + I

dollars

million
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RAINIER
assets

liabilities
Acme deposits - 1
million

Barclay deposits + 1
million

The transfer of I million dollars out of the US Rainier bank to the eurobank Oslo
does not decrease the dollar deposits in the US banking system (Friedman, 1969).
There is no physical movement of dollars, only a bookkeeping operation. Total deposits
in Rainier and, hence, the US banking system have not changed. Only ownership of the
deposit has changed hands from SCOTT to the OSLO bank. Therefore, Oslo would
have to physically transfer the dollars out of the US for US deposits and, thus, the US
money supply to be afiFected. What has decreased is the dollar deposits held by the US
public. This has created an increase in the Eurodollar market since Oslo owns one more
million dollars than before this transaction. Although the Oslo bank has its dollars in a
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US bank it is not subject to US regulations since this money is used as the basis for
making dollar loans in the global banking system.
In other words, since Oslo's US dollar deposit ownership has increased by one
million dollars, its reserves have also increased by one million dollars. These reserves
may now be loaned out, hence creating dollars via loans that are made outside the US.
For example, allow Oslo to make a one million dollar loan out of its increase in
reserves from its SCOTT transaction. The loan will be to a Norwegian furniture
company TRON. TRON deposits its loan of 1 million dollars from Oslo at a Norwegian
bank called TACK. It is important to note that the Norwegian Central Bank has no
control over the dollar deposits created by Norwegian banks.

OSLO
assets

liabilities

RESERVES -1 MILLION $

LOAN TO
TRON'S

+1 MILLIONS

TACK
assets

liabilities

RESERVES

TACK DEPOSIT

+ 1 MILLION $

+ 1 MILLIONS

Assume Tron also has an account at Rainier, the US bank.

RAINIER
assets

liabilities
OSLO DEPOSIT - 1 MILLIONS
TACK DEPOSIT + 1 MILLIONS
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Again, the deposits in the US have not changed but the stock of eurodollars has
increased from 1million dollars to 2 million dollars. 2 million= (TACK 1 million
deposit at TRON Bank from its loan from OSLO + TRON deposit of I million from its
deposit at RAINIER, the US bank). The money creation process can continue since
now TRON has excess reserves of one million to lend in the eurobanking market.
Theoretically, this process could go on ad infinitum.

3.2 Conclusion

It should be emphasized that since there is no government imposed reserve
requirement for the eurobanking system, the money creation process can be infinite.
However banks will not loan out an infinite amount if they follow rational conservative
business practices. There is a self imposed reserve requirement.
In fact, almost all regulations have been phased out. For example. The Interest
Equalization Act that ta.xed foreign borrowing in the US and regulation Q that set
interest rate ceilings on deposits and CDs in the US have been phased out.
The advantage of freedom from the regulatory burden of domestic banking has
spurred the commercial success of the eurobanking system. As a result, savings are
passed along to the eurobank's customers in terms of higher interest rates on deposits
and lower interest rates on loans relative to domestic banks.
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The decline in political risk as countries become stable and more financially secure,
has also increased the appeal of the euromarket. Additional factors have also had an
effect. The rise of the Arab oil producing states shifted enormous sxmis of money into
their hands. They needed foreign investment opportunities since the wealth they were
getting far outpaced what they could consiime. This enormous pool of saving sought
investment opportunities in the euromarkets. Also the rise in Japanese banking due to
Japan's export success brought an enormous source of funds into the international
financial community.
However, with less regulation and the inherent risks of international transactions, the
international banking market entails risks that domestic financial institutions do not
face, including exchange rate exposure and remaining political risk. Therefore, if
complete deregulation in domestic banking occurred, the euromarkets would still have
to offer higher interest to compensate lenders for increased risk in the international
financial markets.
A significant proportion of eurocurrency flmds are transferred from lending countries
to borrowing countries. Usually eurodollars are the currency of choice. For example in
the 1970's lenders were typically the US or oil producing countries, while borrowers
tend to be countries comprising the old Soviet Union, other eastern European countries
and various developing countries. Such lending allowed countries like Brazil to
maintain its consumption while also investing because they could borrow enough funds
to maintain both activities beyond what domestic funds alone would allow.

I

JL
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However, in the eighties, the developing world debt put severe strains on eurodollar
lending when developing countries hit the inevitable down cycle of capitalist economies
and were unable to repay much of their debt. Chile, Brazil, and Mexico are all cases of
this 1980's debt crises which resulted from the financing of their import bills via
eurodollar borrowing. As a result, the eurobanking system has developed innovative
risk diversification strategies, such as grouping in syndicates, to share their exposure to
risk.
The eurobond market is highly competitive for the same reasons as the eurocurrency
market. As a result, the interest rates of eurobonds vis a' vis other bonds are typically
higher, more easily issued, and unregulated. In sum, the future of international banking
appears to be a burgeoning, unregulated market with profitable but potentially risky
opportunities.
With the context of the eurocurrency market as background, an explanation of the
thought process that produced the New Monetary Model follows in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
THE GENESIS OF THE NEW MONETARY MODEL

4.1 Introduction

The new exchange rate model proposed in this chapter is of the Monetary type and
thus is referred to as a "New Monetary Model". This model has two distinct
characteristics or 'sides': the stock, or asset, side and the flow, or goods, side. The stock
side of the model replaces the usual domestic money demand and supply characteristic
of other monetary models with eurocurrency demand and supply. The flow side
replaces the usual PPP assumption with a current account constraint. Before the New
Monetary model is formally addressed the genesis of the model is discussed. Lin (1994)
and Taylor (1994) form the initial impetus for the line of thought followed in creating
the New Monetary Model.
In his investigation of foreign exchange market efficiency, Lin (1994) emphasized
the Covered Interest Rate Parity Condition and in particular the 'interest rate
differential' (Fisher, 1930). This interest rate differential is a statement of the law of
one price extended to interest rates and implies that countries' real interest rates will be
equalized because of arbitrage, assuming integrated global markets and perfect mobility
of capital ( with the real interest rate as the difference between the nominal and the

1
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expected inflation rate). This interest rate characteristic generally holds for industrial
countries whose government policy is one of non-interference in capital markets. The
United States, United Kingdom, Germany and Japan all have exhibited this
characteristic (Marston, 1992; Frankel, 1991). With the law of one price holding for
the real interest rates, the difference in nominal rates between countries typically can be
explained by differing expectations of inflation or actual inflation rates. Lin's
investigation (1994) of this Fisherian interest rate differential in connection with the
'simple efficiency hypothesis' helped inspire the genesis of our New Monetary Model.
He tested a monetary model that we have attempted to improve. Therefore, Lin's
research and model are discussed below as they relate to the New Monetary Model.

4.2 Market Efficiency and the Simple Efficiency Hypothesis

To review, the Futures and Forward markets are markets for the future delivery and
payment of foreign exchange. The futures market for foreign currency in the US began
with the International Monetary Market (IMM) of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(Merc) and has proliferated all over the world. Both futures and forward exchange
markets offer contracts for the future delivery or payment of currency at a price agreed
upon at the conception of the contract. Since futures and forward contracts are both used
to cover foreign exchange rate risk (arbitrage guarantees price equality and market
efficiency), they are used interchangeably in the context of this paper unless otherwise
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Stated. However, there are two major differences between them. Forward contracts are
offered by commercial banks to their customers in a private market with private price
quotes. Futures markets are organized exchanges like the IMM and their prices are
published in financial papers available to the public at large. Futures contracts are
standardized in that they are only for set durations at issuance: 30, 60 or 90 days at set
delivery dates and they can be traded on the open market. In contrast, forward contracts
can be made up at any time for any delivery date for any amount.
According to the simple efficiency hypothesis, the futures (or forward) exchange rate
is an unbiased estimator of the future spot rate. The mathematical representation is as
follows:

(4.1)

F, = E,S,^\ = S,^^ + u, (nonrisk neutral: F, +risk premium =

where F, = futures or forward rate, 5,^, = spot rate, E, = expectations operator
and u, = random error term

The Efficiency hypothesis assumes a risk neutral speculator who holds rational
expectations. For example, a rational speculator who, for whatever reason, expects the
future spot rate to be greater than the current futures rate can profit if his speculation is
accurate. He can purchase a futures contract and upon its expiration, sell the currency in
the spot market and pocket the difference in profit. Since the market is made up of
rational speculators, a systematic bias in the futures market cannot exist. Its presence
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would give the speculators profit opportunities they would seize and hence push the
futures market toward unbiasedness. Therefore, speculators cause the market to be
efficient ( Cagan, 1956; Friedman, 1956; Hanson and Hodrick, 1980; Bilson, 1981;
Bailie and McMahon, 1989; Hakkio and Rush, 1989).
However, simple efficiency as a basis of expectations formation is rejected because it
fails to consider interest rate differentials. Therefore, the assumptions of risk neutrality
and rational expectations may not be the real causes of the rejection (Lin, 1994; Brenner
and Kroner, 1994). Furthermore, time series of the interest rate differential seem to be
sensitive to monetary and fiscal forces and seem to be non-stationary after 1982,
powerful evidence that Simple Efficiency should be discarded due to interest rate
differentials. There is evidence also that spot and futures rates are not cointegrated.
Lin tried to replace the Simple Efficiency equation with a random walk with drift in
a monetary model (Lin, 1994) as follows:
(42)

5,^1 = 0) + S , +£, = random walk with drift

Lin returned to the Bilson monetary equation:
(43)

S, = ( k - k ' ) + (m, - m ' ) - a (y, - y')+ J3 i f - S , )

Lin's model:
(4.4)
where m = domestic money supply stocks, y = gross domestic product,
/ = futures rate and e = error term.
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The model was not robust. Lin found the variables in the model were not
cointegrated and, therefore, unlikely to have a long run relationship. Since Lin only
addressed simple efficiency, the rejection of his monetary model may be due to other
unrealistic assimiptions. Purchasing Power Parity in particular seems to be unrealistic.
This is the point from which our model proceeds: The New Monetary Model stock side
incorporates the Fisher Covered Interest Rate Parity Condition in terms of an interest
rate differential and also the forward (or futures) rate in the money demand function, but
Purchasing Power Parity of the flow side is reformulated.
The initial reasoning underlying the New Monetary Model is offered below in a
qualitative format. A graphical representation of the model follows:

4.3 Microeconomic Foundations
The determination of exchange rates is based on the assumption that the trading of
currency is perceived as beneficial by both parties. Suppose two previously closed
economies open their markets to each other. For the purposes of familiarity, these
countries are referred to as the 'US' and 'Japan,' and are used to illustrate the initial
evolution of the foreign exchange market. The irutial effect of trade between these
monetary economies revolves around whether their trade employs what was previously
each nation's domestic transaction money (domestic money used for the purchase of
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domestic goods), domestic asset money (domestic money held as a domestic asset), or a
mixture of the domestic transaction money in one country that is traded for money
which is held as an asset in the other. These four possibilities are presented serially,
beginning with transaction money traded for transaction money, then asset money
traded for asset money and, finally, transaction money and asset money traded for each
other. An on-going trading equilibriiun that establishes a foreign exchange market will
result. The following assumptions hold:
First, the only interest bearing assets available to be purchased are US and Japanese
bonds, and liquidity preference holds as the paradigm of interest rate determination.
Second, it is assumed that the economies of both countries are at full employment.
Lastly, it is assumed that people do not trade both transaction money and asset
money,i.e., no bundles of different monies (for example, 50% transaction, 50% asset)
are allowed to be traded in the foreign exchange market by a given trader. This is
merely a simplifying assumption, and does not mean that a trader cannot buy both
goods and assets. However, it does imply that the purchase of the good and asset must
be done in two separate trades.
The motivations that spawn trade are based on individual utility maximization. If
prices in one covmtry are lower relative to those in another, then individuals in the
country which faces higher relative prices will buy more of the less expensive foreign
good. Similarly, if one country has real interest rates which are higher than the other,
then individuals in the country with the lower relative interest rates will choose to
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purchase the higher interest rate foreign bonds. Interest rate differentials are explained
within the Fisher paradigm, and either covered or uncovered interest rates can be
assumed. Rational expectations is not explicitly addressed in any detail but the futures
(forward) rate will implicitly embody this concept. The analysis of the primitive
economies begins with their emergence from the condition of closed economies.

4.3.1 Primitive Economy Example

The basic theme is that the foreign exchange rate market is a market whose price, the
exchange rate, is dominated by the nominal stocks of monies available to be purchased
and the flows of monies into and out of the market. These nominal stocks and flows of
money define a given country's side of the exchange market, and are the monies that
come against each other to determine the spot exchange rate equilibrium. Domestic
asset money and domestic transaction money that have been expatriated to the exchange
market to service the foreign trading of goods and assets are the source of the nominal
foreign exchange money stocks and flows. These nominal stocks and flows will
eventually be used to purchase goods or to hold as assets in their own right.
The example of the primitive economies illustrates the microeconomic foundations
of the New Monetary Model in qualitative, not rigorous mathematical terms. The
depiction of the primitive economy, and especially the graph used, was inspired by
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Lester Taylor's unpublished transcript "Money, Capital and Accumulation" (1995),
University of Arizona.
Though bonds are used instead of eurocurrency as the asset in the primitive
economy, eurocurrencies replace bonds as the asset in the graphical illustration of the
model.

1) The case of transaction money in the US traded for transaction money in Japan:
The choice by America to give up US domestic transaction dollars to the foreign
exchange market puts downward pressure on US prices since the US goods that would
have been purchased by US citizens are supplanted by Japanese goods or bonds.
Therefore, the initial demand for goods the US domestic transaction dollars represent
has fallen in the US, resulting in lower prices. If Americans purchase Japanese bonds,
then this will put upward pressure on Japanese bond prices, resulting in downward
pressure on Japanese interest rates. Altematively, if Americans purchase Japanese
goods, then the demand for Japanese products increases, putting upward pressure on
Japanese prices.
As with the US, Japan's desire to trade is ascribed from either the desire to buy
relatively less expensive American goods, or to invest in American bonds which offer a
relatively higher return. Since Japan is giving up domestic transaction yen to the foreign
exchange market, downward pressure on Japanese prices will occur because the
Japanese goods that would have been purchased by Japanese citizens are replaced by
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US goods or bonds. Therefore, since the demand for Japanese goods has fallen, prices
in Japan will tend to fall. If Japan purchases US bonds, then this will put upward
pressure on US asset prices and hence downward pressiire on US interest rates.
However, if Japan uses the dollars acquired from the foreign exchange market to
purchase US goods, then this will increase demand for US goods and create upward
pressure on US prices. The net effect will be the aggregate of both Japanese and
American effects. If, for example, the US and Japan both buy goods, then the effect on
US goods prices and the exchange rate will offset one another since the Japanese are
simply purchasing an amount of goods equal in value to what Americans did not, and
visa-versa.
If both the US and Japan choose to buy bonds, the loss of the demand for US and
Japanese goods will not be replaced. The American purchase of Japanese bonds and the
Japanese purchase of US bonds will increase the demand for bonds in both countries,
thus decreasing interest rates in both countries. The net effect is that both prices and
interest rates in the US and Japan may fall.
Now, assume that the US purchases Japanese goods, while Japan buys US assets.
The purchase of Japanese goods by Americans replaces the initial decrease in demand
for Japanese goods. As a result, prices in Japan will tend to rise, but the demand for US
goods will still be less than before. Thus, US prices should still tend to fall. The
purchase of US bonds by the Japanese will raise bond prices in the US, causing US
interest rates to decrease. Overall, US prices and interest rates will fall. The lower US

J
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prices will tend to appreciate the dollar, while the lower US interest rates will tend to
caxise the dollar to depreciate.
Assume instead that the US buys Japanese assets, while Japan buys US goods. In this
case, US prices will tend to rise as the demand for US goods increases. Japanese interest
rates will tend to fall as the demand for Japanese bonds increases, but prices in Japan
will still fall since the initial lost demand for goods has not been replaced. The lower
Japanese interest rates will tend to appreciate the dollar (depreciate the yen), but the
lower Japanese prices will tend to depreciate the dollar (appreciate the yen).
In all four of these instances, the trade of expatriated yen and dollars will determine a
spot exchange rate which will tend to remain at its initial level, astmiing no trade
imbalances. If the US and Japan continue to trade, a steady-state trade equilibrium in
goods and bonds will form. A stock of expatriated yen and dollars will form to service
the trade equilibrium. These stocks of yen and dollars will define the exchange market.
As the two stocks continually come up against each other in the foreign exchange
market, a spot equilibrium exchange rate will be established. The market for futures and
forward contracts will evolve as traders and investors attempt to limit their exposure to
exchange rate risk. This futures market will 'cover" users of the foreign exchange market
against unanticipated fiiture spot rates, thus diminishing the risk associated with
unexpected changes in foreign exchange rates.
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2) The case of money held as an asset in the US traded for money held as an asset in
Japan:
Under the above assumptions of liquidity preference, the initial loss of asset money
in both countries will result in symmetric outcomes: interest rates in both the US and
Japan will be pressured upward. For example, as Americans give up dollar asset money
in exchange for yen, American asset prices will tend to fall. As US portfolios react to
the loss of asset money, upward pressure on interest rates will occur. Further, if
Americans then buy Japanese bonds or goods, then Japanese bond prices and goods
prices will tend to rise respectively. Similarly, if the Japanese use their dollars to buy
US bonds or goods, then bond prices or goods prices in the US will also tend to
increase.
If the US buys Japanese goods, and Japan buys goods from the US, then both
Japanese prices and prices in the US will be pressured upward. In aggregate, both US
and Japanese prices and interest rates will rise.
If the US buys Japanese goods, while Japan buys US bonds, then Japanese prices
will rise as the demand for Japanese goods increases, while US interest rates will tend to
fall as US bond prices rise. The net effect will be that both prices and interest rates in
Japan will rise. US interest rates will not change, since US asset money that left the US
is replaced as the Japanese purchase US bonds.
Now assume the US buys Japanese bonds, and that Japan buys US goods. Interest
rates in Japan will tend to decrease, while US prices are pressured upward. The net
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effect will be that Japanese interest rates return to pre-trade levels, while US goods
prices and interest rates are pressured upward.
Finally, assxime that America buys Japanese bonds, and that Japan buys US assets.
Then, both Japanese and US interest rates will tend to fall towards pre-trade levels.

3) The case of transaction money in the US traded for asset money in Japan:
Initially, domestic demand for goods has fallen in the US. As a result, there is
downward pressure on prices. Since Japan is giving up asset money, Japanese bond
prices will decline as Japanese portfolios react to the loss of asset money. As bond
prices in Japan fall, Japanese interest rates will tend to rise. Therefore, the initial trade
will cause US prices to fall, while Japanese interest rates rise.
Now, if America buys Japanese goods and Japan buys US goods, then Japanese
prices will rise due to the increase in goods demand and prices in the US will also rise.
The net effect will be that Japan will experience upward pressure on both interest rates
and prices. However, the effect with respect to the US is negligible on prices since the
initial fall in prices will be counteracted by the second rise in goods prices due to
Japanese goods purchases.
If the US buys Japanese goods and Japan buys US assets, then both Japanese interest
rates and prices will rise, while both prices and interest rates in the US will fall.
Assimie next that the US buys Japanese assets while Japan purchases goods from the
US. Japanese interest rates will be pressured downward, and US goods prices will be
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pressured upward. Thus, both Japanese interest rates and US prices will rise toward pretrade levels.
Now the US buys Japanese assets and Japan purchases US assets. If this occurs, then
both US and Japanese interest rates will fall. In aggregate, US prices and interest rates
will tend to decrease, while Japanese interest rates are pressured down toward pre-trade
levels. High relative Japanese interest rates counteract low relative US prices.

4) Finally, money held as an asset in the US is traded for transaction money in Japan:
In this case, US interest rates will be pressured upward and Japanese prices will tend
to fall with the loss of US asset money and the loss of Japanese transaction money
respectively. Assume, first that the US purchases Japanese goods and Japan buys US
goods. Then prices in both Japan and in the US will tend to rise, with the net effect
being that both US goods prices and interest rates rise, while Japanese prices remain
unchanged. This is because the higher US interest rates will counteract the relatively
higher US prices. We are, of course, adopting the usual assumption that both mom'es,
yen and dollar, possess the same purchasing power.
Now, assume that America buys Japanese goods and Japan buys US assets. Japanese
prices will rise and US interest rates will fall. Thus, there will be no net effect on either
the interest rates or the prices of either country.
If the US buys Japanese assets and Japan purchases goods from the US, then
Japanese interest rates will fall and US prices will rise. No net pressure on the initial
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exchange rate will occur since both Japanese interest rates and prices will fail and US
interest rates and prices will rise.
If the US buys Japanese assets and Japan buys US assets, then interest rates in both
countries will fall. Prices in Japan and the US will fall.

4.4 Conclusion

If Japan and the US are satisfied with the foreign goods or bonds, then trading
between the countries will continue and become an on-going economic activity. This
foreign trade will lead to the formation of a foreign exchange market, and stocks of
money in the foreign exchange market will emerge. In the short run, these stocks will be
distinct and independent from the domestic market from which they are derived. The
latter outcome is of utmost importance to the New Monetary Model since it is this
formation of non-domestic stocks of money that is a dominant factor in determining the
spot exchange rate.
Domestic money is the foreign exchange market's only source of money. Even
though euromoney can be used as high powered money by foreign banks to increase the
money supply of other countries, this detail will be assumed away for the present for
reasons of simplicity. Dollars held as an asset by US citizens and/or domestic dollar
transaction balances are the only two sources of additions to the pool of dollars in the
exchange market. Accordingly, any transaction dollars that leave the foreign exchange
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market must go toward either the stock of dollars being held as assets domestically
and/or the stocks of domestic transaction dollars. It is assumed that precautionary stocks
of dollars do not exist because they have been supplanted by credit cards. Since we are
considering a two country world, the foreign exchange market stocks are easily defined.
In this case, dollars held in Japan and yen held in America form the respective stocks.
The extension of this model to three or more countries would assume the exchange
market money stocks were an aggregation of the eurocurrency stocks throughout the
world. The rationale for this aggregation is derived from highly efficient exchange
market arbitrage. For example, if Germany were added to the exchange market, the
eurodollar stock would include the combined expatriated US domestic dollars held in
Japan and Germany, and the euroyen stock could include the combined US and German
stocks of yen and euromark stock would of course be the combined stocks of marks in
the US and Japan. Since a certain amount of investor homogeneity is assumed, any
excess or shortage of eurodollar stocks in Japan or Germany, for example, would
manifest itself as differing exchange rates among these countries for the same currency.
Arbitrage ensures that this disequilibrium would not be lasting because portfolios would
adjust.
An important implication of the primitive economy exercise is that the motivations
which spawned the trading of money were based on differentials in interest rates and
prices. Therefore, the demand side of the foreign exchange market is explained by the
following: the foundation of the demand for dollars in the model is derived from
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combining interest rate differentials and a Fisher interest rate parity condition, either
Covered Interest Rate Parity or Uncovered Interest Rate Parity. This demand for dollars
is presented in a graphical model in Chapter 5.
Note that the futures market is not explicitly expressed except through the expected
dollar appreciation term in either of the Fisher parity conditions. The spot market
consists of the previously mentioned demand ciuve combined with the exchange market
stock and flow of dollars.
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CHAPTERS
THE NEW MONETARY MODEL

5.1 Introduction

The formal presentation of the model consists of two stages. The initial presentation
is graphical for simplicity. The formal mathematical model follows with an in depth
justification of each variable.

5.2 Graphical Representation of the Model

Assumptions of the Model:
• For simplicity, the only players in the exchange market are two countries,
called the US and Japan
• US and Japanese assets are substitutes as are US and Japanese goods.
However, neither assets nor goods are traded directly; therefore, they must be
obtained via purchases using their respective currencies. In short, the foreign
exchange market must be used to acquire foreign currency with which to
purchase foreign assets and/or goods.
• All goods are tradable.
• Foreign currency can be held as an asset.
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• Governments do not interfere in the exchange markets.
• The exchange rate is designated "e". The units of e are yen/dollar.
•

Two large countries are involved. Thus, the actions of either country affect
the other.

•

Eurodollars are only held by Japanese citizens and euroyen are only held by
US citizens.

The model is explicit from the perspective of the dollar side of the exchange market.
It consists of three curves. First is the curve representing the actual stock of eurodollars
currently available; this curve is a vertical spike. Second is the demand curve for
dollars, eurodollars or domestic dollars. Lastly, the S curve which represents the flow of
dollars that will enter the spot market from the domestic dollar stock due to trade.
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The vertical spike ciorve represents the current stock of dollars (eurodollars) held in
Japan. (The stock of euroyen held in America need not be shown explicitly since
changes in the demand for dollars or the spot rate itself can be used to capture implicit
changes on the yen side of the market). The elasticity of the vertical stock is zero
because it is independent of the exchange rate in the short run. Any shifting of the
vertical curve is a function of the eurodollar interest rate and reflects the actual change
in the stock of foreign dollar balances of eurodollars. The intersection of the demand
curve and the vertical curve, representing Japan held dollars, determines the equilibrium
rate in the spot market for which every holder of eurodollars and euroyen is satisfied
with holding said assets and any one not holding eurodollars or euroyen is satisfied with
that position. If no trade and consequently no flows of dollars or yen into the spot
market existed, then this intersection would be the spot market equilibrium exchange
rate.
The demand curve represents the total Japanese demand for dollars. This is a normal
downward sloping demand curve; as the price of the dollar rises (e rises), the Japanese
demand for dollars falls. This demand curve represents the opportunity cost of holding
dollars as an asset and demand for dollars to purchase goods. By holding dollars,
investors forego using the dollars to trade for yen either to hold as an asset or to
purchase Japanese goods. For example, as e increases, the buying power of dollars for
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Japanese goods also rises. Hence, these goods are becoming less expensive and
therefore more attractive to people who hold dollars.
The variables that shift the demand curve are the euroyen interest rate, the futures
rate, which represents the rational expectations side of the market, and US exports. A
rise/fall in euroyen interest rates will cause a decrease/increase in the demand for
dollars. For example, if the Bank of Tokyo, the Japanese central bank, sells bonds,
Japanese interest rates will rise and, assimiing arbitrage, force euroyen rates to follow
Japanese bond interest rates up. As a result, the demand for eurodollar deposits will
decrease.
The elasticity of the demand curve depends upon the sensitivity of the demand for
dollars to the exchange rate. For example, the greater the substitutability of euroyen for
eurodollars as an asset, the greater the elasticity of the demand curve for dollars.
The positively sloped S curve represents the US demand for yen, but it can also be
thought of as the opportunity cost to Americans of holding dollars as opposed to yen.
The most obvious description, and the most accurate, is that the S curve is the supply
curve of new dollars that flow into the spot market as a function of the spot exchange
rate due to trade. Therefore, the S curve shape consists of a normal positively sloped
supply curve. The elasticity of the supply curve is due to the sensitivity of trade to the
exchange rate. For example, the more substitutable are Japanese and US goods, the
more elastic the S supply curve.
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US imports of Japanese goods is the variable that shifts the S curve. For example, if
the quality of Japanese goods increased due to a technological breakthrough, the S curve
would shift out as US citizen's dollars flooded the spot market in search of yen with
which to buy the better Japanese goods.
The vertical curve and the S curve comprise total supply. The vertical curve is the
stock side and the S curve is the flow side. The vertical curve is the current stock of
eurodollars and the S curve is the steady state flow of domestic dollars out of the
domestic money supply of the US and into the spot market due to trade.
Equilibrium in the spot market is the intersection of total supply and total demand or,
thought of another way, equilibrium in both the stock and flow sides of the market.

5.3 The Mathematical Statement of the Model

The market comprising the model's generic case is as follows:

STOCK SIDE:
(5.1)

m{ij - i'f, Es) = m'; equilibrium (eviromoney demand = euromoney supply)

where d = domestic , / = foreign, i' = nominal eurodeposit rate,
m' = euromoney stock (note: the money stock is independent of exchange rate)
and Es = expected future spot rate.
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FLOW SIDE:

(52)

X - M = B (/J0/e:5 = Oat equilibrium long run)

where X = exports = income from domestic goods sold abroad,
M = inq)orts = foreign goods purchased and
B = balance of payments surplus = net foreign assets bought.

The complete monetary model combines the stock and flow sides. It should be noted
that US imports and eurodollar interest rates are variables in the demand curve and not
variables in the S curve nor vertical curve, respectively. For mathematical simplicity,
the S curve is not explicit as a separate equation and therefore its US import variable is
embedded into the demand curve. Furthermore, although the vertical curve is explicit in
the mathematical model as a separate equation, the eurodollar interest rate is eilso
embedded in the demand curve. Therefore, as opposed to the graphical model
previously discussed, the demand curve equation has an interest rate differential term
and not just a euroyen interest rate variable. It also has a current account term and not
just a US export variable.
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5.3.1 The New Monetary Model: The Conqjlete Model:
Short run:
(53)

- i j , Es,5) =

where

is the equilibrium

-ij,Es,B) = the demand for eurocurrency (eurodollar demand

in previous section),
= stock of eurocurrency (eurodollars supply in previous section),
Es = expected future spot rate as seen from the present and
5 = the trade balance (this was the US trade balance in the previous sections).

Long run: 5 = 0= PPP holds

The equilibrium equation represents the foreign exchange market as a single
independent money market divorced, in the short run, from the domestic money markets
of either country. From the US perspective, the eurodollar is the money part of the
market and the euroyen is the asset. From the Japanese perspective, the euroyen is the
money part of the market and the eurodollar is the asset. The individual variables dictate
changes in the market.
If eurodollar interest rates rise or fall the demand by the Japanese to hold eurodollars
will rise or fall, respectively. If euroyen interest rate rise or fall, the demand by US
citizens to hold euroyen as an asset will rise or fall, respectively. The differential
interest rate level will determine the net effect. For example, if the eurodollar interest
rate rises more than the euroyen interest rate then the net effect will be a net increase in
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demand for eurodollars and or a net decrease in euroyen demand. The spot rate will go
against the yen and for the dollar.
If the market's future expectations are that the exchange rate will go against the
dollar, then demand for yen will increase, for example to buy Japanese products that in
the future will rise in price relative to US goods due to the expected change in the
exchange rate. The spot rate will go against the dollar and for the yen.
If the trade surplus is positive for the US, for example, then Japan is buying
relatively more US exports than the US is buying Japanese exports. Demand for the
dollar will rise as a result. The spot rate will go against the yen and for the dollar.

Equilibrium condition:

The spot exchange rate is defined by the eurocurrency stock and flow amounts
that come up against each other. From the US perspective for exanple,
the eurodollar supply m and the eurodollar demand

- i\Es,B)

determine the spot rate.

The complete model presented above must be given a definite mathematical form for
use in the econometric analysis. That form is the normal log form. This normal log form
is the standard form given to money market equations in the literature and will be
employed by this model as well. The form is the resiilt of putting the standard equation
of exchange model in log form. This log form allows the variables to be added and not

multiplied for mathematical simplicity. To complete the model for econometric use,
slope variables denoted as ^ are attached multiplicatively to the variables to denote
changes of the spot rate due to a given variable in partial derivative form.

Short run econometric model:
(note: all money variables are in terms of a eurocurrency)
Assuming the normal log form (Cagan, 1956), the levels equation is:
(5.4) 5, =A+y^(r-//) + Aln(^A,.,) + /5^In(A/r)+y^4

error,

note. £,5,^1 = F, = forward rate

5.4 Justification of the New Monetary Model Variables.

5.4.1 Introduction

Justification of the New Monetary Model variables follows. The variables of
eurocurrency, interest rate differential with the futures rate and current account are
individually considered seperately.
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5.4.2 Justification of the Eurocurrency Stock Variable

The foreign exchange divisions of major banks were originally set up to service the
foreign exchange needs of multinational corporations. However, banks have expanded
these responsibilities beyond mere international trade concerns to include investment in
the foreign exchange spot market. In fact, the foreign exchange spot market has come to
be dominated by the portfolio activities of the foreign exchange desks of the world's
largest banks.
Just as the foreign exchange market is dominated by this portfolio activity, the
eurocurrency market is likewise so dominated. The ftmds acquired in the eurocurrency
market by these foreign exchange desks are used for investment in the foreign exchange
spot market. Furthermore, the eurocurrency borrowings that are used in the spot market
by the foreign exchange desks are equal to or larger than the funds in the spot market
due to any other activity, including international trade. As a result, eurocurrency activity
has a major effect on the spot market.
Since the banks foreign exchange desks do not get their funds from only
domestic sources but from the eurocurrency markets, the foreign exchange spot market
is independent of any domestic money supply activity in the short run except for
international trade. The independence of the eurocurrency market from the domestic
market is due, in part, to the lack of regulation facing international bankers in the
eurocurrency market. Since their costs are less than domestic banks, the eurocurrency
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banks can loan at lower interest rates and borrow at higher interest rates than domestic
institutions. The domestic banks cannot compete with the eurocurrency market in the
international arena; (as discussed in chapter 3, eurocurrency deposit rates are higher for
investors and lower for borrowers than domestic banks). Therefore, eurocurrency money
stocks, and not domestic money stocks, are most relevant in the short run for our model.
Since eurocurrency stocks of money are the major source of fimds for the portfolio
activities of the foreign exchange division of international banks, domestic money
stocks, except for the domestic money flowing into the spot market due to trade, can be
ignored in the short run.
Thus, eurocurrencies are the pertinent money stocks for the New Monetary Model.
Based on the prominent role of eurocurrency in the foreign exchange market, it is an
important variable in the New Monetary Model.

5.4.3 Justification of the Current Account Variable

5.4.3.1 Introduction

The current account variable replaces the PPP variable of other monetary models.
This replacement is not a rejection of PPP but an attempt to save it by loosening the
assumption that PPP is based upon. Hop)efully the result will be a variable that, unlike
PPP, is significant in the short run. In the long run, the current account variable is equal
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to PPP. Since PPP is formulated from trade theory and this same trade theory will yield
the current account variable of the New Monetary Model, trade theory is discxissed first.

5.4.3.2 PPP Analysed vis 'a vis Trade Theory

Ptirchasing Power Parity is examined in its modern form (Takayama, 1972; Drabicki
and Takayama, 1984; Bhagwati and Srinivasan, 1984). After the intial introduction of
trade theory it is expanded into a more useful mathematical construct by introducing
money into the budget constraint in the New Monetary Model.
Using neoclassical trade theory, the weaknesses in PPP can be shown. Viewing a two
sector economy and two countries, the neoclassical trade theory of comparative
advantage proceeds by maximizing a societal utility function constrained by income and
an economy wide profit function constrained by the current stock of factors of
production (the production possibility curve) (Meade, 1951, 1955; Jones ,1956,1957;
Harberger, 1962, Takayama, 1962, 1963,1967; Bhagwati and Srinivasan, 1984). This
static equilibrium is the mainstay of trade theory, regarding money as only a veil with
the exchange rate becoming the terms of trade among the two countries and two goods
at the PPP equilibrium. A detailed examination follows:
Standard comparative advantage analysis begins with the absence of trade, autarky.
In the traditional two country, two goods case, it is the difference between the relative
price of goods in the two countries, presented in ratio form, that brings about the
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framework for trade (Takayama, 1972; Bhagwhati and Srinivasan, 1984; Drabicki and
Takayama, 1984). Trade is analysed within this perfectly competitive, no trade
impediments paradigm, i.e., there are no tariffs, no transportation costs, no tax
differences, no quotas, no non-tradables.

Let,
A, B denote the two commodities,
/, II denote the two countries,
QA ' QB denote the production flmctions of goods A, B (good B is the numeraire)
(The production flmction for a given good is the same for both coimtries),
L, K denote labor and capital which are shiftable with markets that are perfectly
competitive between goods A, B i n both countries, but these goods, A and B ,
cannot be traded between countries.,
7t = profit,
P denotes the price of good A in terms of good B,
I denotes the price of good B,
w denotes wages in terms of good B,
r denotes interest rates in terms of good B.

The supply side of a generic economy is derived from the social profit maximization
problem:

Max7r=PQ^+Q,-yviL,+Ls)~r{K,+ K,)= PQ^+Q,-wL-rK
Qa^QB^
La'^B'

The following restrictions hold:
Q, = F{L^,K,),Q,^G{LM
QA^Q B^L ^,L B,K ^,K S>Q

for given values of P , w,r, L , K

Since - w L - r K are fixed costs for the economy, they can be ignored.
From the constraints, assuming efiBciency,
a production possibility frontier, h(Q^ ,Q ) = 0,
can be substituted for the restrictions.
B

Assuming incomplete specialization so the production possibility
frontier is curved and not a Ricardian straight line, interior solutions
will result.

Solution-.

(5i)

P=

dh
dO.

h,

of substitution)

= slope of production possibility frontier.
The revenue line is tangent to the production possibility frontier.
Therefore, the siq)ply curves for the two goods can be derived.
(5.6)

Q'^ = S^(P) = supply curve for good A

(5-7)

Ql = S (P)= supply curve for good B
B
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The demand side of the generic economy is derived j&om the maximization of the
social utility function:

Max U{Q^,Qg) s.t. all income is spent.
Qa^QB

income = PQ^ +Qb =

+ r{K) + k

jt = 7c^ + 7Cg =• Total revenue - Total Costs = PS^ + Sg-wL-rK
Therefore:
(5.8)

PQA

QB ~

^8 ~

~

^B

where PQ^ -^Q b - value of demand and PS^ +5^= value of supply

(5.9)
(5.10)

Q\ = D^(P) = demand for A =
Qg = Dg(P) = demand for B = Sg

Geometrically, the Utility Curve, the Production Possibility Frontier, and the
feasibility constraint are tangent to each other at the same point under autarky for the
generic country. For countries I and II under autarky:
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D',=S',,D',=S[iovP'{msrVy)
D'l =

D'J = S'J forP" (autarky)

(5.11)

= D^-S^ = excess demand for good ^ = 0 for both countries (autarky)

(5.12)

Eg = Dg - S g = cxccss demand for good 5 = 0 for both countries (autarky)

For trade to exist among the two countries, the traditional prerequisite is that the
autarky price ratio equilibrium in country I must be different from the autarky price
ratio equilibrium in country II.

P' ^ P" assume P" > P' due to
relative factor abundance, the "Heckscher - Ohlin Theorem".

With the price of good A in country II greater than in country I the producers in
country I will increase their production so as to export to country II. For the same
reason, country II producers will increase production of good B so as to export to
country I to take advantage of the higher price of good B in coimtry I. Country I has a
comparative advantage in good A and country II has a comparative advantage in good
B. As production increases, the prices of good A and B will fall in coimtries 11 and I,
respectively, until the price ratios in each country are equal. This is the free trade static
equilibrium. Since the production increases for the exported good of each country and

J
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demand increases as the prices fall for the imported good in each country, consumption
always exceeds autarky levels in each country; each country consumes beyond its
production possibility curve. Since we assume production functions that are convex to
the origin, homogeneous of degree one, and incomplete specialization, the static free
trade equilibrium is an interior solution.
The main result is that P' = P" => Pj^ - P"and Pg = Pg , which implies that the
terms of trade are equal and Purchasing Power Parity holds. The good exported by one
country is imported by the other and visa-versa. Therefore, the flow of currencies into
the foreign exchange market is completely described by the price ratio. As a result,
money is a veil and is not germane to exchange rate theory.
This static equilibrium, however, is rarely if ever achieved. Therefore, rarely does
PPP correctly describe the flow of currency into the foreign exchange market, if at all.
As previously noted in the literature, PPP has only been significant in econometric
analysis in the long run. Perhaps PPP should be thought of as a long run state to which
the foreign exchange approaches if no perturbations to the market occur. However, the
trade portion of the balance of payments between Germany, Japan, the United
Kingdom, and the United States has rarely been in balance since the current floating
period began in the early 1970's (IMF, 1972 -1995). Thus, Purchasing Power Parity is
not appropriate for use in short run and, perhaps, even long run models since
equilibrium in the balance of payments has rarely if ever existed and when present was
not maintained for any significant length of time. This may be due in part to one of the
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major problems of trade theory, the concept of money as a veil (Drabicki and
Takayama, 1984; Takayama, 1972). When money is not viewed as a veil, it is possible
to describe a more reasonable flow of currency in and out of the foreign exchange
market. Therefore, The New Monetary Model does not view money as a veil and the
flow of currency is considered.
With comparative advantage analysis in the framework of a monetary world, PPP
gives way to a less restrictive paradigm based on the balance of payments from national
income accounting.

5.5 Money as a Third Good and the Current Account Variable

Add money, or a foreign asset such as eurocurrencies (Drabicki and Takayama,
1984; Takayama, 1972) and the conclusions differ from the 'money as a veil' world.
Prices in a two commodity world that employs comparative advantage, fail in a
monetary world (McKenzie, L., 1953).
Thus, for the same two country and two commodity world, we now add money as an
asset to the budget constraint for the generic country.

H= L - M where L = money held over to the next period, M = initial stock of currency
H, therefore, is the hoarding of cash balances. Under autarky // = 0.
Note: For simplicity, money in this context includes all financial assets
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The income constraint becomes:
(5.13)

/?,£>, +

+ // s p,X, +

= r(A,/72),

homogeneous of degree one in prices.
X denotes supply, D denotes demand.
Assuming the usual negatively sloped, concave to the origin, production possibility
curve, and using,
/7, as the numeraire, the functions become:

(5.14)

E = E{p„p^,M) = D-X

(5.15)

H=H{p,p„M)

both homogeneous of degree 0 in p, prices,
homogeneous of degree 1 in M, money income.
Autarky and free trade equilibrium conditions are now not only concerned with the
two goods, but must also account for money held as an asset. Money is no longer a veil
but actually a third good in the sense that it can be traded and held for its own sake.
Free trade equilibrium becomes:
(5.16) E ° { p ° ^ pI , ! ^ " ) +
(5.17)

H\pI,p\M'') =

{p°, p^ ^,M'') = 0,/ = l,2good;a,Z? = country
J

5,5 = balance of trade

(5.18) H''{p°,pl,eM'') = -5,e exchange rate
Walras law is (5.19)

E^ip^plM') + E^P^pI M " ) +

H\p%plM') + H'ip^pleM") s 0}

5.5.1 Conclvision

The above differences in the constraints and equilibriums allow additional trade
patterns not supported under PPP, at least in the short run. For example, one country
can export money while importing both goods one and two. Therefore, although
production is still efiRcient for each country, operating on the production possibility
curve of the given country (not below it), consumption can occur inside the production
possibility curve of one country that is hoarding money while the other country imports
and consumes both goods one and two beyond any point previously possible under free
trade due to this ability to build up debt. Therefore, the balance of payments constraint,
a less restrictive constraint since it allows debt build up, will be used in place of the
normal budget constraint and the equilibrium equations of the money or assets as a
third good shall be assumed. The idea that the flow of currencies coming up against
each other in the foreign exchange market is best represented by the current account is
the foundation of the flow side of the exchange market in our model. As a result, the
less restictive current account variable is used in the money demand function of the
New Monetary Model instead of a PPP variable.
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5.6 Justification of Eurointerest Rates and the Futures Rate Variables.

5.6.1 Introduction

As noted in Chapter 1, the Fisher Interest Rate Parity, especially the covered
condition, is the most widely accepted relationship in current exchange rate models.
Since it contains the futures rate, its acceptance is an affirmation of the role of the
futures rate in foreign exchange rate determination, as well. This characterization of the
relationship of the spot rate, eurointerest rate differential and the futures rate, CIRP, is
the least controversial part of our model.

5.6.2 The Fisher Equation Revisited

As previously noted, the Fisher Interest Rate Parity conditions concentrate on
countries' asset interest rates as a major key to understanding asset market effects on
exchange rates (MacDonald and Taylor, 1990; Isard, 1988; Frenkel and MacAurther,
1988). It assumes that real interest rates in countries should be equal. These parity
conditions postulate that if nominal interest rates between countries differ, then there
must be differing inflation rates in the two countries. There are two types of parity
conditions: Covered and Uncovered.
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The Covered Interest Rate Parity (CIRP), and the Uncovered Interest Rate Parity
(UCIRP) conditions are the formal mathematical Fisherian equilibrium conditions
employed by monetary models, the Dombusch Sticky Price models, some Portfolio
Balance models, and the currency substitution models. CIRP and UCIRP include the
future, or forward, exchange rate and the expected future spot rate, respectively. At the
root of both the CIRP and the UCIRP is the assumption that given interest rates and the
futures or forward market, in the case of CIRP, or the expected future spot rate, in the
case of UCIRP, investors will choose to invest in the country with the greatest real
interest rate. Thus, if an interest rate differential exists between countries, investors will,
ceteris paribus, invest in the most profitable country until exchange rate adjustment or
interest rate adjustment brings parity.
When subject to empirical testing, CIRP fares well, indicating that the parity
condition is worthy of its wide acceptance (Branson, 1967; Fratianni and Wakeman,
1982; Taylor, 1987; 1989). The results are the most favorable if eurocurrency rates are
the focus of inquiry. Testing of Uncovered Interest Rate Parity, UCIRP, is somewhat
less favorable (Frankel, 1982; 1983; 1985; Rogoff, 1984).
In conclusion, since the forward rate in the real world is set by banks who simply
solve the Fisher equation for covered interest rates and since arbitrage forces the
forward and futures rates to be equal, the Fisher Covered Interest Rate Paradigm must
be taken into account and is employed by the New Monetary Model using the more
easily attained futures rate instead of the forward rate. Therefore, the eurointerest
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differential rate and the futures rate are included as variables in the New Monetary
Model.

5.7 Functional Form of the New Monetary Model.

The foreign exchange desk managers of international banks act in the spot market
similarly to domestic portfolio managers in a liquidity preference framework. The
foreign exchange desk managers attempt to profit from buying and selling foreign
currencies and hold domestic currencies just as domestic portfolio managers buy and
sell bonds and hold money in a liquidity preference paradigm. The spot rate is
determined by the interplay of these foreign exchange desk 'portfolio managers' in the
spot market just as the interest rate is determined by portfolio manager's actions in a
domestic money market. For example, in a spot market with two currencies, such as was
presented in the New Monetary Model's graphical form presented earlier, one of the
currencies can arbitrarily be labeled 'the eurocurrency stock'; eurodollars served this
purpose. This eurodollar stock of the graphical model is similar mathematically to the
money stock of the liquidity preference framework in a domestic money market. The
other eurocurrency, the euroyen, of the graphical model can be viewed as similar
mathematically to the bonds, the asset side, of a liquidity preference model. The
demand for 'the eurodollar stock' is akin to the liquidity preference money demand.
And the spot rate is akin to the interest rate of the liquidity preference model. These

similarities between the graphical New Monetary Model and the liquidity preference
firamework allow a liquidity preference type mathematical framework, that is derived
from the equation of exchange, to be applied to the foreign exchange spot market. (The
only difference between the graphical model of the New Monetary Model and the
formal mathematical model is a flow component that is added to the demand equation of
the formal mathematical model to account for international trade.) Thus, eurodollar
demand and supply equations from the assumed liquidity preference framework are
combined in an equilibrium condition.

5.7.1 Conclusion

Eurocurrency money stocks, the current account and a Fisherian type interest rate
differential that includes the fiatures rate combined in a money market framework have
been justified. In Chapter 5, the New Monetary Model is subjected to econometric
analysis to determine if the above justification can withstand data from the real world.
The natural log form of the domestic money market used in many of the previously
discussed models (in Chapter 1) is also used in the New Monetary Model.

1

CHAPTER 6
ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE NEW MONETARY MODEL

6.1

Introduction

The New Monetary Model has been econometrically analyzed with the measure of
success based on its explanatory ability relative to the random walk model. This is in
keeping with Meese and Rogoff who state that: " ... The structural models perform
poorly despite the fact that we based their forecasts on actual realized values of future
explanatory variables..." Therefore, our model has been tested out of sample against
the random walk model, using actual future data for the New Monetary Model against
the random walk with a future prediction of one day.
LIMDEP 6.0 software and S-pIus were used to run all regressions, OLS and Robust
estimators, respectively.
Unless cited, all econometric theory and methods are drawn from the following
Econometric texts: Baillie and McMahon, 1989; Greene, 1990; Johnston, 1984;
Kennedy, 1994; Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1991.
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6.2 The Econometric Model

The model in log fonn is as follows:
(6.1)

ln(spot rate), =

ln(futures rate), +

(interest rate differential), +

In(eurodollars) + ^ hi(current account), + error,

6.2.1 Data

The data consists of daily spot and futures rates, euromoney interest rates, eurodollar
CD accounts, bilateral exports and imports. Four countries were used; the US,
Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom. The euromoney interest rates and the spot
rate data are from DRI, MacGraw-Hill Inc. The futures rates are from The Chicago
Mercantile Exchange and consist of the dollar price of the Deutsche Mark, Yen and
British Pound futures contracts. The Eurodollar data are from The U.S. Federal Reserve
Board of Governors and are overnight and term eurodollars held by US residents at a
foreign branch of US banks world wide and at all banking offices in the UK and
Canada. Excluded are amounts held by depository institutions, the US government,
money market funds, andforeign banks and official institutions. All other data are from
the International Monetary Fund. Data from 1985-1986 were used in estimation and the
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resultant estimators were vised with 1987 data to comprise the out of sample analysis.
All data were oriented in terms of the US; i.e., spot rate = foreign exchange/U.S. Dollar.
The data used in the regressions below have two weaknesses: First, it is for a short
time span of two years: 1985 and 1986. Secondly, the only eurocurrency available is a
subset of the total eurodollar stock of money. The subset of eurodollars used was US
citizen held eurodollars. Data regarding eurodollars held by non-US citizens and any
depository institution are not available in any public source. Furthermore, no daily,
weekly or even monthly euroyen, euromark or europound data of any type are available
in any public record; only yearly data are available.
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6.2.2 The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Results are presented below and all variables
are in log form:

New Monetary Model Coefficients for OLS
(All parameters are measured in logarithims)
Independent

Constant

Variables

Futures

Interest

Price

Differential

Eurodollar Current
Account

Germany

9.1351

-0.9871

0.0058

-0.0047

0.0022

Japan

13.8145

-0.9964

0.0022

-0.0036

0.0023

UK

9.1413

-0.9966

0.0023

-0.0005

0.0032

Table 6.1

All parameters have the correct signs. However in attempting to confirm that the
assumptions of OLS estimation were present, the distribution of the error terms was
investigated. Because it was found that the error terms were non-normal, the OLS test
statistics normally discussed are not valid. Hence, estimation that takes into account the
non-normality of the error terms was employed. Before these non-normal error term
estimation methods are discussed, the implications of non-normal error terms are
presented.
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6.2.3 Non-normal Error Terms

This discussion of non-normal error terms borrows heavily from Judge, Hill,
Griffiths, Lutepohl and Lee (1988) and Lin (1994). Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regressions that have non-normal error terms typically do not produce the best
estimators. With this non-normality of error terms, the variance will dictate the OLS
estimate properties. If the variance is finite, OLS is still a good linear unbiased estimate
and if the error terms are asymptotically normal, OLS will be asymptotically BLUE.
However, the non-noraiality causes the efficiency of OLS to suffer. Thus, if the data has
error terms with a large variance, then other estimates may be more reliable. Therefore,
some non-linear estimates may be better then OLS.
Infinite variance causes the error distribution to have fatter tails than the Standard
Normal Distribution. The students t distribution with low degrees of freedom is an
example. With OLS employing the "squared" errors for the variance, the variance could
easily explode if there are frequent outliers in the error terms. Therefore, the t and F
statistics are not meaningful (Malinvaud, 1980). To test for non-normality, moments of
the error terms are employed.

6.2.3.1 Normality Tests

The third and fourth moment were used to form a test statistic that is Chi-squared
with two degrees of freedom as shown below:

(62)

BJ = N{{g^ 1 6 ) +(^gy 1 24)) Bera and Jarque (1980)

where BJ is a Lagrange multiplier test statistic,
gy = coefificient ofskewness = u^/
g, = coefiRcient of excess kurtosis = {u^-a*)/ a*,
1

Wj = —

e = OLS residuals, N = number of observations,

^ n-!

1 ^

e = OLS residuals, N = number of observations and

1

U4 = — \ e * e = O L S residuals, N = number of observations.
OR,

= Af((g, / 6) +

and

I a*

/ 24) Wald Statistic (z\2)) Judge 1985

The null hypothesis is that the distribution of the error terms is normal. The
coefficient of skewness, the third moment, should be zero if the distribution is
symmetric and therefore possibly a normal distribution. The coefficient of excess
kurtosis should be 3 if the distribution has thin tails like the normal distribution. The

IIS

alternative hypothesis is that the error terms are of the Pearson distributions, i.e., beta, t.
F, and Pareto (Lin, 1994).

The results are given below:

ERRORS

MEAN

STD.DEV.

SKEW

KURT.

BJ-Stat

Germany-

0

0.0596

-4.820

54.904

1090

Japan

0

0.0742

-5.029

49.952

592

U. K.

0

0.0477

0.592

2.783

102

Table 6.2

To repeat, the BJ statistic is Chi-Square with two degrees of freedom. The null
hypothesis is 'errors are normal.' To reject normality with a probability of at least 99%,
the BJ statistic must be greater than 9.21. Obviously, normality is strongly rejected for
all three regressions. This rejection does not imply the OLS results are not useful. It
only implies that there are better estimators available, more efficient, for example. The
OLS BETA estimates are kept and used for the least absolute error (LAE) and root
mean square error (RMSE) analysis against the Random Walk estimates. However,
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Robust estimation that is better stilted for error distributions that are highly skewed and
have high excess kurtosis is employed and is introduced in the next section.

6.2.3.2 t- errors

Errors that form a t-distribution instead of a normal distribution have the same bell
shape except that the peak is higher and the tails are much fatter. Assuming the normal
equation form y — X^-ve and accepting that all the assumptions of Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) hold except the errors are a t-distribution, then the marginal probability
density function for e, a single element is:
/» (e, |v,cr) = c, (v<T- +

)-<•""'-

c, normalizing constant
V degress of freedom
£(e,) =0 v>l
) = (v / (v - 2))£r^, the variance for v > 2

Assuming the error terms are independent, the joint probability density function is:

The maximum likelihood estimators for the vector P in y = Xp + e is /?..
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(6.3)

p = (X'WXy'rwy (Prucha and Kelejin, 1984)
A

A

A

A

A

where W = diagonal (h'i,W2....>Vj.), W, = {1 + 0^, ~x,' PiY /
va! = (V + 1)CK -

« 2

and

Xfiiy{y - X ^ ) / T .

With the linij-_>, 7"' X ' X being nonsingular and finite, the result is that ^/T (J3. - fi)
is normal with zero mean vector and the asymptotic covariance of p, is

6.2.4 The Minimum Sum of Absolute Error Estimator (Z,,)

As the name implies, this estimator minimizes the sum of the absolute error,
^1;/, - A','/? I. It is a maximvim likelihood estimator when the error terms are a twotailed exponential distribution:

f { e , ) = (2/1)"' exp(-^^J^) is the density function (Blattberg and Sargent, 1971).
This distribution is a double exponential. Essentially ^ |e,| is minimized (which is
equivalent to maximizing the likelihood function). This likelihood estimator has fmite
variance so it has the usual asymptotic properties.
This L^ estimator is consistent and generally independent of the error terms
distribution (Amemiya, 1985). If the minimization yields a unique solution, then the
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estimator is unbiased (Sielken and Hartley, 1973; Taylor, 1974). Also the Z,, estimators
are asymptotically normal (Koenker and Bassett, 1982). Furthermore, the parameter
estimate has a limiting distribution:

where /(O) = density function at the median,
0 = lim 7^' X' X \s a. positive definite matrix and
{2 / (0)}'^ is the san^jle median asymptotic variance.
This estimator should be used instead of the OLS estimator when the median is a
better choice than the mean for the center of the error distribution. With the high
skewness of the OLS errors, the L, estimate may be a good choice because I, is more
efficient under conditions when the median is the best choice. In general, when error
term outliers abound, the Z,, estimator should be considered.
A consistent estimator of the density fiinction is as follows (Cox and Hinkley, 1974):
m = 2d
where m « T / 2 is a central L, residual and
d = 03(7^"^') (Hall and Sheather, 1988)

Wald statistics for hypothesis testing of
distribution:
>IfCp- P)i A^[0, ((2/(0)-')Q-']

can be constructed based on the asymptotic
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The variance estimate is
[2/(O)]"^ asymptotic variance of the sanple median
where /(O) = 2dr\e„*d~e„.dy^
The Wald statistic is: 2(2/(0))"'

- S y ) , z U ) where

Syj = the sum of the absolute values of the residuals of the restricted regression,
= the sum of the absolute values of the residuals of the unrestricted regression and
J = the Chi - square degrees of freedom which equal the number of restrictions.

6.3 The Estimate of Choice.

Although the Z, and t type estimation methods are used, Lin concluded his robust
estimators discussion (Lin 94) with the choice of 'minimizing the sum of absolute
errors' (I,) as the best choice due to the results of his Monte Carlo study (Lin, 1994).
Therefore, APPENDIX C is dedicated to a detailed exposition of the LAE estimation
method.
The results of the LAE and t estimates will be presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER?
REGRESSION RESULTS
7.1 t-Distribution Estimation
New Monetary Model Coefficients for the t-estimation
(Variables Are Measiored in Logarithmic Form)
Independent

Constant

Variables

Forward

Interest Rate

Price

Differential

Eurodollar Current
Account

Germany

9.4048

-1.743

0.1925

-0.3066

0.9820

t-ratio

5.462

-21.5

5.626

-11.952

6.659

Japan

22.094

-1.6838

0.1169

-0.3897

0.3626

t-ratio

30.32

-26.03

3.493

-12.133

0.972

UK

-15.197

-0.1404

0.9999

-0.8003

38.142

t-ratio

-11.236

-8.048

1.724

-10.42

13.9

Table 7.1
For the t distribution regressions all parameters have the correct signs. The t-ratios
indicated a significance level higher than 95% except for the UK interest rate
differential and the Japan current account variable. The variable of most importance to
the New Monetary Model is the eurodollar variable and it is highly significant, over the
99% level, for all coimtries. These results are highly favorable to the New Monetary
Model, however, as mentioned previously, due to the non-normality of the error terms
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the LAE results will be the best indication of the models significance and will be the
results discussed in detail below.
7.2 LAE Estimation
New Monetary Model Coefficients for Least Absolute Error (LAE) Estimates
All Variables Are Measured in Logarithmic Form
Independent

Constant Forward
Price

Variables

Interest

Eurodollar

Current
Account

Rate
Differential

Germany
X

(1)

X

(4)

Japan
X

9.0439

13.798

(1)
932

UK

9.05759

X^\)

(4)

0.0056

-0.00143

0.00875

12.5

0.552

0.509

0.01

-0.996

0.0022

-0.00323

0.0001

439

1.757

1.527

0.341

-0.9945

0.0041

-0.000143

0.00978

2.99

0.123

0.1225

0.091

35

.jr (4)

X

-0.9893

4.3
Table 7.2
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TABLE
z\j)

P = 05

03

02

y =l
/=4

0.455
3357

1.074
4.878

1.642
5.989

0.1
2.706
7.779

0.05

0.01

3.842
9.488

6.635
1327

For all the Wald test statistics above, the null hypothesis is that the true Beta or
Betas being tested are equal to zero. These Wald statistics are in parentheses in the
Table above. The Wald statistic that tests the null hypothesis that all four true BETAS
are equal to zero has degrees of freedom = 4. The Wald statistic that tests individual true
BETAS are equal to zero has degrees of freedom= 1. The Chi-square test statistic table
is also reproduced above as a reference.
For the LAE regression the individual variables all have the correct signs. The
futures contract price variable is the most significant ,i.e., Germany and Japan both
exceed the 99% level and the U.K. is above the 90% level. The euro interest rate
significance level is above 80% for Japan, but only 60% for Germany and below 50%
for the U.K. The eurodollar variable significance levels are very similar to the euro
interest rate vsiriable. The eurodollar variable significance level is above 70% for Japan,
but only 60% for Germany and below 50% for the U.K. The current account is the
least significant variable for all three countries. Its significance level is well below 50%
for all three countries.
For the model as a whole, Germany and especially Japan are extremely significant
with Chi-square statistics above the 99% level. The United Kingdom is much less
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significant with only a 60% level. The model as a whole has faired well and cannot be
rejected as insignificant.
The regression results of the model out of sample, as per Meese and Roggoff criteria,
are presented below:
The parameters of the two regressions, t and LAE, were used to test the model's out
of sample data from 1987 against the random walk model. Comparisons were based on
'Least absolute Error' and 'Root Mean Square Error' calculations.

7.2.2 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) Compared
'Out of Sample Analysis'
MAE and ( RMSE )

t-Dist.

GERMANY

JAPAN

0.0050

0.0026

(0.01393)
Random Walk

0.0051

0.0049

(0.04295)
Robust (LAE)

(0.01342)

0.0040

(0.02477)
0.0022

(0.001458)

(0.00127)

UK
0.0024
(0.00192)
0.0050
(0.0492)
0.0021
(0.00291)

Table 7.3

The t-distribution regression's RMSE and MAE are lower than the random walk in
all three cases. Furthermore, the LAE estimator has a lower RMSE and MAE than both

I

JL
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the t-distribution and random walk in all three cases except the t-distribution RMSE for
the UK faired slightly better than the UK LAE estimators RMSE.

7.3 Conclusion

The results of the out of sample analysis are good. The New Monetary Model is a
break through in that it has performed better than any existing model. However, the
margins of superiority over the random walk in explaining the levels of the spot market
for the New Monetary Model are less than an order of magnitude in both the MAE and
RMSE.
The current account variable is not significant but since it was daily data derived
from monthly data, these results may be due to the nature of the data. The eurocurrency
variable appears to have a high degree of validity. Furthermore, the eurocurrency
variable has atleast as much validity as the interest rate differential variable which has
wide spread acceptance by most economists who study the foreign exchange market.
Therefore, the assertion of the New Monetary Model that the euro market is a factor in
exchange rate determination should be considered in future research.
In conclusion, the New Monetary Model is on the whole supported by the above
regression analyses. The model is potentially very useful and thus requires further
testing with better data. The dominance of the futures rate over all the other variables
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points to a demand curve that is very volatile due to speculation, which, as previously
stated, comprises over 80% of the markets average daily volume.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS

We investigated a New 'Monetary' type model in a liqmdity preference frame work
with two previously unused variables: the Eurocurrency Money Stocks variable and the
Current Account variable (which allowed PPP to be in disequilibrium in the short run).
This model was tested against a random walk model using daily data. The US, the UK,
Germany and Japan were selected because they are major world economic powers and
they all allow their currencies to float relatively freely.
The econometric results were encouraging . The model as a whole out performed the
random walk. The individual variable results were mixed. The Current Account variable
was insignificant. The Eurodollar variable was significant and furthermore was a more
significant variable statistically than the eurointerest rate differential that is currently
widely accepted by economists. The Futures Rate was orders of magnitude more
significant than any of the variables mentioned above. The significance exhibited by the
Eurodollar variable warrants further study but the Current Account variable was not an
improvement on PPP. The success of the Eurodollar variable and the lesser success of
the Current Account variable allows us to differentiate the New Monetary Model in
terms of efficacy from other monetary type models.
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8.1 Monetary Models Revisited

The favorable results of the New Monetary Model's Eurodollar variable and the less
favorable results of the Current Account variable permit some conclusions regarding the
efficacy of the New Monetary Model in relation to other Monetary Models. The most
important of these is that the domestic money supply should be supplanted by
eurocurrency supplies and the use of a PPP paradigm as the link between such money
supplies is most probably not correct.
In past Monetary Models of foreign exchange the domestic money supplies of
different countries have been tied together via PPP. However the historical failure of
PPP based Models and the failed attempt by this study to save the PPP concept by using
a less restrictive Current Account Variable (that allowed PPP to be in disequilibrium in
the short run), suggest that although money stocks, in particular euromoney stocks, are
important to exchange rate determination, perhaps, the relationship of these money
stocks is not to be found in a PPP framework.
We have seen that the New Monetary Model employed a paradigm of expatriated
money stocks, eurocurrency, in a money market paradigm. The results supported this
paradigm. Therefore, this money market paradigm should supplant the PPP frame
work.
This money market framework of the New Monetary Model asserts that the
important relationship between eurocurrencies is a portfolio paradigm and not the usual
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monetary model framework of domestic money markets which coimect via the
international trading of goods in a PPP paradigm. This portfolio relationship is similar
to the relationship of domestic assets in a domestic portfolio. The eurocurency
denominated in the domestic currency is the liquid asset, which is similar to the money
portion of the portfolio in a money market framework. The other asset, the foreign
eurocurrency held as an asset, is a less liquid interest bearing asset similar to the bond
part of the portfolio in a money market paradigm. To summariize: the foreign
denominated eurocurrency asset is akin to the bond portion of the portfolio in a money
market framework where as the eurocurrency denominated in the domestic currency is
akin to the money portion of such a portfolio in a money market paradigm.
This portfolio framework paradigm of the New Monetar>' Model is not affected if the
PPP part of the New Monetary Model is discarded. Therefore, monetary models in the
future should focus on portfolio paradigms employing eurocurrencies.
What is most striking about the success of the New Monetary Model is it occurred in
spite of the fact that the data from which the regressions were run were not 'good' data.
This topic will be discussed below.

8.2 Data

The biggest problem with the model is that daily data is not available for either the
current account variable or the eurodollar. The current account consisted of monthly
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data transformed into daily. The eurodollar data was weekly data transformed into daily
and this data was not for the world supply of eurodollars but only for eurodollar
accounts held by US citizens. Furthermore, no daily, weekly, monthly nor quarterly data
were available for the euroyen, euromark or europound.
Therefore, the success of the Eurodollar variable is more striking than the results
show and the poorer success of the Current Account variable may not be as negative as
one might think.
The Eurocurrency variable, if the data were available, should have been the ratio of
the eurocurrencies, for example euroyen per eurodollar. Since only the eurodollar was
available, the euroyen, euromark, and europound effects have been pushed into the error
term by the regressions. Any deviation due to these other eurocurrencies is not
explained by the Eurodollar variable. Therefore the performance of the New Monetary
Model should be even stronger if 'good' data for the euroyen, euromark, and europound
can be found.
Also, it should be pointed out that since no daily data exists in public sources for
either eurocurrencies or the current account, weekly and monthly data were used
respectively. Again, the New Monetary model could be expected to increase its
explanatory power if daily data for the aforementioned variables can be foxmd.
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8.3

Other Future Directions of Inquiry

The dominance of the futures rate variable suggests that the market is dominated by
rational expectations and economic fundamentals may not be significant in the short
run. Therefore, further study of modeling could go in the direction of the News Models
or Chaotic Models. Also, since our real world investigation of the spot market revealed
that the foreign desks of only the biggest commercial banks in the world are the major
players in the market and are involved in the majority of speculation that dominates the
short run, a game theory model based on a few agents speculating against each other
might also be a fhiitful area of study. In this regard, a possible area of inquiry would
be a game theory type model used in an experimental economics laboratory. This could
shed light on the speculative side of the market that is expressed by the interplay of the
foreign exchange desks of the major banks.
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APPENDIX A
Further Areas of Interest

An exegesis of additional areas not covered in the main text that affect the foreign
exchange market follows. First, financial asset return in different countries is compared
. Second, exchange rate risk is considered. Third, portfolio diversification and exchange
rate expectations as well as market efficiency are considered. Next, global banking and
the financial revolution that has been sweeping the world is examined. Lastly, and most
important for understanding the New Monetary Model the eurocurrency variable and
offshore banking is examined.
Financial asset returns are considered first. Since investing abroad creates exposure
to exchange rate risk, it is necessary to compare foreign and domestic assets. From this
point on, domestic refers to the U.S. As previously noted, covered means that one is
using the forward or futures market to lock in today the exchange rate paid in the future,
eliminating exposure to a change in the exchange rate. Uncovered means dollars are
traded for the foreign currency with which the foreign asset is purchased at today's spot
rate. When the foreign asset is sold, the foreign currency fi-om the sale is traded back to
dollars at the future spot rate.
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The example of a US citizen investing in British assets illustrates what occurs when
foreign investment is covered by a futures or forward contract.
U.S. return = Rus = (1+i) per dollar
U.K. return = Ruk = (1+i*) per pound
where an asterisk denotes foreign variables and i=interest rate
From the perspective of a US investor, $ are the preferred habitat. Therefore, we always
return to dollars after a foreign investment.
UK : e= spot rate = $ per pound. Therefore, if e falls, the value of the pound falls,
and the value of the dollar rises. A fall in the value of the poimd means any foreign
investment in the UK falls in value since foreign assets will inevitably be converted
back to US dollars.
Example: at time t, et=3 S/pound but at t+1, et+l= 1 $/pound. At time t, a US
investor purchases a UK investment for $100 x (1/(3 $ per pound))= 33.33 pounds in
London. However at time t+1, say a year later, if the asset were sold for 33.33 poimds in
London and then converted to dollars, the asset would be worth 33.33 pounds x 1 $ per
pound = 33 dollars, a loss of over 60%.
In the covered situation, one would first convert $1000 x 1/ e = pounds. Then, one
would buy UK T-bills. Also, one would lock in an exchange rate for the firture by
selling pounds long in the forward market at exchange rate F.
Ruk = (F/e)(l+i*)
where F = forward rate and e = spot rate
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If Rus = (1+i) then, if Rus is greater than Ruk, buy a U.S. asset. If Rus is less than Ruk,
buy a U.K. asset. CD= covered di£ference= Rus- Ruk.
Deviations from Covered Interest Rate Parity in the market are a result of real world
violations of the simplifying assumption of this model. Examples of such violations are
transaction costs and the cost of gathering and processing information which may cause
the return on asset calculations to deviate from covered interest rate parity. Furthermore,
government intervention and regulation, financial constraints and capital market
imperfections as well as non-substitutability of assets, all are assumed away in the
model but can be significant in the real world.
Transaction costs account for less than 30% of the discrepancies from covered
interest rate parity (Rivera-Baitz, F.; Rivera-baitz, L.; 1994). Their basic components
involve the cost of transactions in the foreign exchange spot and forward markets, and
transactions in domestic and foreign securities markets.
The cost of gathering and processing information has fallen to almost insignificant
levels due to the technological revolution of the computer and the Intemet. Information
about foreign assets and currencies is within easy reach via the Internet and various
financial services.
Regulations of the financial sector, exchange rate controls and interventions by the
central banks, as well as tax structures are all examples of costs that might cause
deviations in covered interest rate parity. Obviously government intervention can be, if
not the most costly, a major cost in foreign currency dealings.
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Margin requirements (marking to market) of forward markets, illiquidity, hampering
arbitrage and the flow of capital into and out of both favorable and noiifavorable
covered interest rate parity opportunities, credit limits of traders, monopoly power and
other capital market imperfections all bring costs to bear on the covered interest rate
parity condition that might cause deviations from its predictions. In the industrialized
nations, these problems are much less common than in developing countries.
Perhaps the most significant factor is that, even in modem economies, assets are not
perfect substimtes. If assets are not perfect substitutes, then the parity conditions must
give way to deviations that compensate for differences in, for example, liquidity,
maturity, default and political risk which are rarely the same for foreign and domestic
bonds. For example, consider political risk. This is the risk that a foreign government
will exercise its sovereign powers in a negative way, i.e., expropriation, asset freeze,
exchange controls, etc. If this risk is higher in one country than another, then investors
must be compensated, for example, by relatively higher interest rates to entice their
investment in the assets of the more politically risky country.
In spite of these considerations, covered interest rate parity holds sufficiently in the
advanced economies to assume it to be true for the 'New Monetary Model' (Lin 94).
Furthermore, since banks in the forward market quote forward rates using the covered
interest rate parity condition, it holds almost as a tautology. It tends to be true because
banks that are providmg these hedging opportunities assume CIRP to be true. (As
previously mentioned, since the futures market is deeply connected to the forward
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market through arbitrage, using the futures rate has the same implications as the forward
rate.)
Currency swaps, as previously mentioned in chapter 2, are the financial vehicles used
between banks in the above situation. They are contracts that involve the sale of a
currency with the agreement that the said currency will be repurchased in the future.
The swap rate is the difference between the price at which the currency is sold and the
price at which the currency will be repurchased in the future. The swap price is set in
accordance with the covered interest rate parity condition:

(F-e)/e= i-i*. Rearrange to get swap price F=[(i -i*)e]+e

Banks use the spot rate and the eurocurrency rates to get e,i, and i*. Of the foreign
exchange market volume, the interbank foreign exchange swaps account for about 30%,
forward contracts for 6%, while the spot market dominates at over 60% (Rivera-Baitz,
F.; Rivera-baitz, L.; 1994).
The reduction of exchange rate risk with uncovered or unhedged international
investments presents additional concerns. Exchange rate risk can be a source of either
loss or gain depending on the change that occurs. A depreciation in the currency in
which the asset is denominated will cause the value of the asset to fall internationally
and will diminish its true return to an international investor. However, if the currency in
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which the asset is denominated becomes strong, it will increase the value of the asset
and cause its true return to rise for the international investor.
Interest rates, exchange rates and their relationships inside an uncovered interest rate
investment scheme are illustrated as follows: Assume investors are risk neutral. A U.S.
investor is considering an uncovered foreign investment or a domestic investment of a
comparable asset. The domestic interest rate is i. The return on the foreign asset is i*
and the expected appreciation of the currency in which the foreign asset is denominated
is

X.

Example: spot rate e = 2$/pound. The British asset has an interest rate of 5 percent
per year.
- invest $200.00 (100 pounds)
- in a year the investment is 100(1+.05)= 105 pounds
- assume the dollar is expected to depreciate (the pound will therefore appreciate) to
2.06 $/pound
- therefore, the 100 pound investment is 105 pounds after interest and (105 pounds)
(2.06 $/pound) = $216.30 after the expected depreciation of the dollar.
- the foreign asset yielded 16.30/200= .08= 8 percent= 5percent interest + 3 percent
foreign exchange appreciation of the pound or 3 percent depreciation of the dollar.
- X = currency depreciation of the domestic currency= (expected domestic currency
depreciation - the current spot) / e = (e expected - e)/e= percent depreciation
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- if i*+ X > i, then invest abroad
- if i* + X < i,

then invest at home

Through arbitrage, we would expect a stable equilibrium at i* + x = i
for comparable assets. This is the uncovered interest rate parity condition.
Now, assimie people do not like uncertainty and risk, i.e., they are risk averse. Then,
people will have to be compensated for the riskiness of the foreign asset as compared
with the domestic asset. Risk comes in forms such as default risk and political risk. The
risk associated with a foreign investment as compared with a domestic asset is the risk
of exchange rate changes that we have discussed above. The following discussion
attempts to clarify the effect of exchange rate risk on portfolio decisions. First, real
interest rates are addressed.
An example of nominal interest is the return on an investment in a domestic $100
bond at 5% at the end of a year which is $5 or 5% of $100.
In contrast, real return refers to the purchasing power of the money received rather
than the actual amount. Note, if inflation were 5% , your return of 5% on the $100 bond
would just keep up with inflation and the real return would be 0%.
real return = nominal return - expected inflation (the Fisher Equation)
r = i - p'' ,

where p'^ is domestic inflation

To obtain the real return for foreign investment, add a variable for currency
depreciation, e^
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real return of foreign asset = nominal return - inflation + domestic currency
depreciation
uncovered return = r*= i* -p^ + e^ ( p-^ is domestic inflation e^ $/foreign
currency in percentage terms)
To go uncovered, one must expect favorable exchange rate changes. Since no one
knows the future domestic inflation rate p'^, investors must forecast a future inflation
rate = O

domestic real return = r = i - IT
foreign investment real retum= r*= i* + x - n
where r = return real, i = return nominal and x = (forecasted future
exchange rate- current spot)/current spot= depreciation of domestic currency in
percentage terms= (e bar - e)/e=x
Surprisingly, it is possible for domestic returns to be less certain than international
return. This is usually the case when inflation in the domestic market is greater than it is
internationally.
r = i-p'^ the real domestic interest rate
r«=i*+e^.p'^ =the real rate of return on foreign investments.
Where r=retum, i=nomiiial interest rate, i*=nominal international interest rate, p-^
domestic inflation and e^ exchange rate changes in domestic currency per foreign
currency.
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The following is an example of domestic return that is more volatile than foreign;
Let the depreciation of the domestic currency move in the same direction as the
domestic inflation p'^. Then, domestic r will be more volatile than the foreign or
international r* because in the foreign or international return e^, the change in domestic
currency depreciation will cancel out the p^ of the domestic inflation; e^-p'^, whereas,
the p^ in the I of the domestic return will cause volatility. In Brazil, for example,
volatile domestic inflation would cause Brazilian investors to move financial capital out
of Brazil to a stable country like Japan (Cuddington, 1986; F. Rivera-Batiz, 1986).
Purchasing Power Parity is applied to the effect of international investment below.
Focusing on Purchasing Power Parity, the correlation between exchange rate , the law of
one price and arbitrage is considered. The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) condition,
introduced in the theory section, equates the spot exchange rate and prices in two
countries.
P=eP*
where P = price level or price of an item in the domestic country, P*= price level
or price of an item in the foreign country and e = the current spot price of the domestic
currency / foreign currency
For example,
P= 10 dollars
P*= 20 pounds
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e= 10 dollars /20 pounds= 1/2 dollar per pound
As previously mentioned, econometric analysis has not foimd PPP to hold except in
the long run. In the short run, it is confounded by transportation costs, quotas and tariffs,
and nontradables. For example, if the price level is a weighted average of prices, but
some of the goods included are not tradable like haircuts or cement blocks, the price
level may be skewed.
Even though PPP ,and hence the law of one price, does not hold precisely, there
seems to be a stable relationship in the longrun of the form
P=aep* (where 'a' represents a constant of proportionality).

If we do not consider absolute PPP, but instead proportionate changes, we use relative
PPP:

Relative PPP:
Proportional Change in P= P'^ = AP/P
Proportional Change in e

= Ae/e

Proportional Change in P* = P*'^ = AP*/P*
From absolute PPP we calculate change as follows:
Change in the rate of PPP= AP = A(eP*) = (Ae)P*+ e(AP*) total derivative
note P=eP*
AP/P= (Ae)P*/ eP* + e(AP*)/ eP*
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= Ae/e + AP*/P»
pA-gA^. p*A

gA=: pA _ p*A

In the longnin, the proportional change in the exchange rate equals the difference
between the proportional inflation rates of the domestic and foreign countries,
respectively. For example, assume the U.S. has an inflation rate of 1% and the UK has
a 2 % inflation rate. The proportional change of the exchange rate would be 1% - 2%= 1% . This is a negative 1% depreciation of the pound or a positive 1% strengthening of
the dollar (the domestic currency).

gA^ pA _ p#A
r* = i* + e'^-P''^

!••= i*-P*'^

The real rate of return on a foreign asset is the difference between the nominal
foreign rate of interest and the proportional change of prices in that foreign country.
Note: r = i-p'^ for the domestic asset

Therefore, if the foreign inflation risk is absent but the domestic inflation risk is not,
then uncovered foreign investment will be less risky than domestic investment.
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At times, differences in the inflation risk among coxmtries generate differences in the
real rates of return. As a result, risk averse investors will try to diversify their foreign
and domestic investments so as to avoid the volatility or financial crisis of any one
country. Diversification allows one country's financial disaster to affect only a fraction
of a given portfolio. [Note, if uncovered investments are more risky than covered, then
investors in uncovered assets will expect a higher real return as compensation for facing
more risk (Dombusch, 1983; Branson and Henderson, 1985)]. For example, suppose
one is holding two assets, one domestic, one foreign, and the foreign asset is uncovered.
If the foreign asset's real return rises while the domestic real return drops, then the
foreign asset reduces the variability of the portfolio and has a negative premium or a
positive discount attached. The greater the extent their variations offset each other
(negative covariance), the lower the portfolio variability and the larger the risk discount
or negative premium.
The determinants of the foreign risk premium in a two asset portfolio like the one
above include the following variables:

- covariance between the two: domestic and foreign
- variability of the real returns compared with each other. The greater the variability
of the real return of the foreign asset, the larger the risk premiimi
- the more risk averse the investor, the higher the demanded premium for the foreign
asset.
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Premium and exchange rate risk differences are additional factors to be considered.
The risk premium on the uncovered asset drives a wedge between x. Hence, f and x are
not equal if a risk premium, R, is different then 0.
x = (expected future spot - current spot)/ current spot
f = forward premium = (F- e)/e
R = the risk premium to compensate for increasing the risk of the portfolio
If expectations are correct, x = f; R=0
If expectations are incorrect x = f + R

The above section specified the role played by exchange rate exposure or risk in the
determination of interest rate differentials between domestic and foreign investments.
Exchange rate risk (R = risk premium) was examined and found to drive a wedge
between anticipated exchange rate changes (x = (expected future spot rate- current)/
current spot rate) and the forward contract (covered) premium f = (F-e)/e. This wedge
can make the forward market an inaccurate indicator of the future spot rate.
Next, the risk premium R is considered . Basically, expectation formation is the
focus here. Does the forward premium, f, reflect the anticipated future exchange rate. In
other words is f = (F-e)/e not a valid reflection of what people think the future spot rate
will be?
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Remember, x = the real anticipated depreciation= (expected future rate uncovered current spot)/spot; therefore, only if x = f (the forward premium) can we assume that the
forward market reflects what people really expect the change in the exchange rate to be.
Note, the wedge created by this risk premium R raises doubt as to whether f can be
used as a proxy for x. ( Remember f is easily obtained from the futures market and can
be found in such publications as the Wall Street Journal. Since 'x' is the internal
expectations of an individual, it is not public knowledge). If R = 5%, then the
anticipated change in the exchange rate x shoiUd be at least 5% higher than f for people
to invest in the uncovered foreign asset.

Two approaches have been used to assess the magnitude of 'R' (Riviera-Baitz 94):
1) The survey based approach asks the experts at financial institutions what their
anticipations are in regard to exchange rate changes. The survey provides 'x'. 'f is
obtained from the market. Then R is computed, R = x - f
2) The rational expectations approach assimies people use all available information
in an economically rational way. Since the rational expectations approach does not
obtain 'x' from a survey, forecasting models that are based on the rational expectations
hypothesis are used. In effect, these rational expectation models are used as a proxy for
expectation formation.

J
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There is no clear cut conclusion from either approach as to whether the forward
premium is an unbiased proxy that accurately meets people's expectations about future
exchange rate changes (Riviera-Baitz 94).
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APPENDIX B
PPP Historical Perspective

Neoclassical trade theory gives us Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) in its modem
form. However PPP had its begirmings centuries ago in Europe. Therefore, a brief
historical over view of trade theory is presented below.
Trade theory, a subset of exchange rate theory, began with Adam Smith's rejection
of Mercantilism in favor of a theory of free trade with absolute trade advantage at its
core (Enzig, 1970; Smith, 1974). Ricardo significantly advanced trade theory by
rejecting absolute trade advantage for comparative advantage (Myhrman, 1976;
Ricardo, 1926; 1932; 1951 ). Comparative advantage was again advanced through the
thought of Cassel, Keynes, and Friedman (Myhrman, 1976;Cassel, 1922; Keynes,
1919; 1938; Friedman, 1953).
The 17"* century Bullionist debate in England is a typical example of pre-modem
trade debates of the time and is the segue to modem trade theory. England and France
went to war in 1793. As a result, by 1797 the Bank of England abandoned convertibility
of the poutnd. The price of gold in the next few years continually rose while exchange
rates turned against Britain. The debate that rose out of this turn of events was named
the "Bullionist Controversy" (Myhrman, 1976; Enzig, 1970).
The issue was whether the rise in prices in Britain was the effect or the cause of the
increasing gold price and the falling value of the pound. Two major questions arose:
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Had the paper pound actually depreciated during this inconvertible monetary regime ?,
i.e., had inflation occurred? And if it had, why did the pound depreciate? Could the
excessive note issuing of the British government to finance the war have been the
cause? Since no price index was available, a proxy was sought. The Bullionists
proposed using the price of gold and the exchange rate as the proxy since the pound's
inconvertibility put limits on price changes which would signal excessive pound
issuing and could thereby be used to gauge inflation as an effect or cause. The antibullionists were opposed because under non-convertibilty the price of gold is
determined by balance of payments and since Britain was spending heavily on the war
effort and also importing large amounts of grain, there was no limit to the rising gold
prices or depreciating pound value at which it could be demonstrated that the currency,
the poimd, was in excess (Viner, 1937). In short, the Bullionists had a monetarist view
of exchange rate determination and the anti-bullionists were focused on the balance of
payments, trade, as the explanation.
This debate made Ricardo famous (Ricardo, 1926; 1932). Ricardo and Wheatley
argued the Bullionist, monetarist, view point against the anti-bullionists, balance of
payments theory. The Bullionists reasoned that the note issuing of the English
government would dominate the foreign exchange market. The anti-bullionists argued
that imports and exports would dominate. Hence, even in the eighteenth century,
monetary and real type models were pitted against each other.
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Thus, prior to the twentieth century, debates regarding exchange rates, especially
flexible exchange rates, addressed two different theoretical approaches: the monetary or
stock models verses balance of payments or flow approaches. The monetary approach
viewed foreign exchange rates as determined by the money supply only (Ricardo's
view) or mainly by the money supply (Christiemin's and Thornton's view). They
argued that if countries are using paper money, then the relative money supplies
determine the exchange rate. The balance of payments approach rejected the role of
relative money supplies as a major factor in exchange rate determination. The latter
approach viewed changes in the balance of payments as the major factor. Therefore, any
change in exports, imports, or foreign assets bought or sold was significant. This view
seems to be the one favored by central bankers and politicians who are responsible for
economic policies (Myhrman, 1976).
World War I ushered in the first modem exchange rate debate. At the time, the
balance of payments approach was dominant. The German economists, for example, felt
that German currency depreciation against neutral countries was due solely to
Germany's "excessive" imports (Wicksell, 1958; Einzig, 1970). Ironically, it was the
Swedish economist, Cassel, who followed in Ricardo's footsteps and asserted;
" Our willingness to pay a certain price for foreign money must ultimately
and essentially be due to the fact that this money possesses purchasing power as
against commodities and services in that foreign country. On the other hand,
when we offer so and so much of our own money, we are actually offering a
purchasing power as against commodities and services in our own country. Our
valuation of a foreign currency in terms of our own, therefore, mainly depends
on the relative purchasing power of the two currencies in their respective
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countries ... When two currencies have undergone inflation, the normal rate of
exchange will be equal to the old rate multiplied by the quotient of the degree of
inflation in the one country and in the other. There will naturally always be
found deviations from this new normal rate, and during the transition period
these deviations may be expected to be fairly wide. But the rate that has been
calculated by the above method must be regarded as the new parity between the
currencies, the point of balance towards which, in spite of all temporary
fluctuations, the exchange rate will always tend This parity I call "Purchasing
Power Parity." (Cassel, 1922).
This 'Piirchasing Power Parity'is really just a restatement of the Bullionist paradigm
(Keynes, 1919; Frankel, 1976) [ though by 1930 Keynes recanted his support for a PPP
type model due to such concerns as non-traded goods (Myerman, 1976)]. The current
exchange rate literature, discussed in chapter 1, is merely the continuation of this
ongoing debate.

J
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APPENDIX C
LAE Estimation

Although the Z, and t type estimation methods are used, Lin concluded his robust
estimators discussion with the choice of 'minimizing the sum of absolute errors' (I]) as
the best choice due to the results of his Monte Carlo study (Lin, 1994). Since the Z,
estimator is the estimator of choice it is discussed in detail below:
Although the LAE estimator is presented explicitly, the entire class of these
estimators basically use the same type of reasoning, i.e., derive the estimators so as to
put less importance on the error outliers that are causing problems during the derivation.
This class of estimators weights the error terms in the derivation process so that the
outliers are weighted to a lesser extent than the non-outliers.
Estimators which minimize the sum of absolute errors have been referred to as LAV,
Least Absolute Value estimator, LAR, Least Absolute Residual estimator, LAE, Least
Absolute Error and MAD Minimum Absolute Deviation Estimator. Hereafter, Least
Absolute Residual Estimator (LAE) or Z, will be used to refer to all of these types of
estimator. Taylor addressed the problem as follows (LAE Estimation; Taylor, 1974):
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Let y - X P + u : y a n d u T x \ ; X T x n \ P n x \
u random variable (// = 0); no assumptions are made
about variance or distributional form.
P is estimated by minimizing 5 with respect to
5 = I k l = Z y,

The absolute value precludes using calculus so linear programming is employed.
The unrestricted error term is transformed into the difference between two restricted
variables:
u. =

-

w,

, V,

, w, > 0

Minimize the objective function,

S"

{no'KS=X

Both S functions are minimized in this process. When S* is minimized, the

that

minimizes 5", also minimizes S. Hence, at the optimal solution, both S's are
equivalent.
The constraints derive from the T observations. Each independent variable will
appear as x and -x. The coefficients associated with this new -x independent variable
will be denoted as P* / = l...n.
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Therefore, minimize 5 * such that.
X P and - x/9 * > >' for all
and
ALL
In matrix form:

/(*

x„ -x„

1 - 1 0

x,2 -x,2

0

0 0

A
fin*
V,

>1

w,
-^n

^,2 -^r2

^Tn - ^Tn

0 0

0 0

1 -1

AJ

H't

T

X

2n + 2T

Note that only one of the Beta pairs

2n+2Txl

Txl

) for each yand only one of the

pairs for each i will be non-^ro due to the independence of the constraints,
both slack and non-slack. Including both a positive and a negative of each of the
independent variables x, these x's are then combined with only one Beta. Only one of
the postive or negative x and BETA combinations is non-zero. This explains why the
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independent x s have either sign. Also, since only one of each v or w pair can be
non-zero, the fiinctions S and 5 * are equivalent. The solution is ^
the 1 in parenthesis refers to the observations with residuals of zero. The LAE
regression results are presented in Chapter 7.

where
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APPENDIX D
Other Variables

Besides the variables of the New Monetary Model listed above, other variables were
investigated but rejected as insignificant. All IMF interest rates available (IMF data,
1974-1993) for the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany and Japan were
investigated for statistical significance. For the United States, the discount rate, the
federal ftmds rate, commercial paper rate, treasury bill rate, treasury bill bond equivalent
rate, certificates of deposit rate, bank prime rate, and the government bond yield (3 and
10 year) were used. For the United Kingdom, the bank rate, overnight interbank
minimum rate, treasury bill rate, treasury bill rate bond equivalent rate, discount rate,
deposit rate, lending rate and the government bond yield (short term and long term)
were used. For Germany, the discount rate, call money rate, interbank deposit rate,
treasury bill rate, 3 month deposits under one million rate, current account credit to 1
million marks rate, govenunent bond yield and the mortgage bond yield were used. For
Japan, the discount rate, call money rate, private bill rate, average lending rate, deposit
rate, lending rate and government bond yield were used.
The only interest rate of significance to the spot exchange rate was the eurocurrency
interest rate. No other interest rate was statistically significant. In fact, no other interest
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rate Chi-square test stat was significant above the 50% level. All the Chi-square
statistics were less than 0.01.
Wealth variables for the US, Germany, Japan, and the U.K. were also investigated and
fared no better than the rejected interest rates above. Eurobond data, stock market
indices data and stock market volume data were not econometrically significant.
(Eurobonds are bonds denominated in a country's currency that are issued outside that
country for which the denomination is legal tender. These bonds which have fixed
amounts and terms and are medium to long term securities issued by govenmients,
corporations or international institutions.) Furthermore, the Federal Reserve Bank of the
United States purchases and sales of currency were investigated and not found to be
statistically significant. For these variables, all Chi-square test statistics were less than
0.01.
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